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Tax rate hearing for county school board delayed

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Whter
The Calloway County Board of
Education delayed a tax rate hearing
during Thursday evening's meeting for
the purpose of levying the tax rates for
the 2008-09 school year.
Rates for the new year had been
agreed upon at last month's meeting.
but a hearing to levy the rates had to be
rescheduled due to a publication error,
School Superintendent Steve Hoskins

explained.
The tax rates for the 2008-09 school
year have been set at 37.6 cents per
$100 accessed value on real property,
which is down from down from 37.8
cents. The tangible rate will remain the
same at 39.9 cents; the motor vehicle
rate will remain at 52.1 cents; and the
utility rate will remain the same at 3.0
percent. The tnotor vehicle and utility
rates have been the same for several
years.
-We have the hearing on tonight's

agenda, and it's a great thing to be able'
to lower the tax rate for a second year.
However, state law requires that notices
be published in the local newspaper two
consecutive weeks in a row prior to the
hearing. Unfortunately, the second
advertisement was not published when
it should have been so we are having to
start over," he said.
"It was an oversight in our classified
scheduling,"
explained
Ledger
Publisher Alice Rouse, who was contacted Thursday morning by district

administrators of the omission. "We're
extremely sorry for the inconvenience it
has caused the Calloway school system."
She said a letter of apology had also
been sent to the district.
Hoskins expressed his concern over
the new time frame for the hearing.
adding the board had been in contact
with the Kentucky Department of
Education in hopes of acquiring some
type of consideration since the rates
were being lowered and not being

raised.
"But, we weren't allowed to proceed
with the hearing, so we are starting
over."
He said he is worried that the delay
could cause residents of the county to
be late getting their tax bills, —This
could cause people some real problems." he noted.
In other business, the board

•See Page 3A

MISD celebrates academic scores
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wrtter
With balloons, band music, gold-spangled
posters and shouting students and teachers,
Murray Independent schools celebrated student
ACT and KCCT academic assessment results
with a rousing rally at Murray High School
Thursday night.
Board of Education Chairman Dr. Richard
Crouch commended the work of everyone
involved in students posting scores districtwide that he pointed out put Murray schools in
the top 10 percent of all districts in Kentucky.
"It takes a village to raise a child and everybody in this school district makes a contribution." Crouch said. —the teachers, the staff, the
students, moms and dads, aunts and uncle, our
volunteers ... everyone contributes."
Board member Mark Vinson particularly
praised MHS students for posting a composite
ACT score of 20.1; a score that ranks the school
at 20th in the state among 232 nigh schools.
"We're the highest ranking high school west
of Bowling Green on ACT scores," he said.
"That says a lot."
During the rally, student achievement results
at Murray Elementary, Murray Middle and
MHS were celebrated in a rally that board
member l.aura Pitman said she would like to
see every year.
"We have celebrations for sports and a lot of
other things, but not so much for academics,"
she said. "This is just something I would like to
see us do."
The board met earlier at the Carter
Administration building for a public forum concerning changes in the district's tax levy for the
2008-09 school year. No one other than board
and school staff members attended the 30
minute meeting and the board adjourned to
gather with students and teachers at the rally.
After "adjourning" the rally, board members
met in the MHS library to approve a tax cut for
the coming year. Superintendent Bob Rogers
recommended cutting a rate of 50.9 cents per
$100 of assessed value to 49 cents on all real
property. Rogers noted that the rate could be cut
because of higher value assessments on taxable
property. The new rate will still bring in at least
4 percent more funding that was collected last
year under the higher rate.
"That's the lowest of all tax rates for inde-

City
passes
first tax
readings
By HAWKINS TEAGUE

Staff Writer
The Murray City Council
unanimously passed the first
readings of 2008 real estate and
tangible property taxes at its
Thursday night meeting, as well
as 2009 taxes for motor vehicles
and watercraft.
Real estate property will be
taxed at a rate of 35.99 cents per
$100 of assessed
value.
Personal property will taxed at a
rate of 37.62 cents per $100 and
both will go to the city's generil
fund. In addition, real and peesonal property will be taxed at a
rate of 1.65 cents per $100 ol
assessed value and will be used
to fund the city's police and fire
departments.
City Administrator Matt
Miqtingly said the real property'
tax was a two percent reduction
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Murray Independent students, staff and parents celebrate the districts ACT and KCCT academic
from 2007 and that the personal
assessment
property tax was about a halfresults during a rally at Murray High School Thursday night with lots of shouting, music and
gold banners.
percent reduction. A 10 percent
pendent school districts in western Kentucky... probably the
Afterward the board heard from MHS Band Director
penalty will be imposed on all
state," he said, noting figures that puts the district's tax rate Chris Yoo, Principal Teresa Speed
and band boosters who
unpaid property taxes as of Nov.
at least about 20 to 30 cents per $100 lower than that of lobbied the board to allow the band
to attend a festival in
1 and an interest rate of six perother districts.
New York City where they will perform at Carnegie Hall.
cent per annum will be charged
Board members unanimously approved the new rate
the cost of the trip with all band members and II adult
on unpaid property tax bills as
while also approving a slight hike in taxes on tangible prop- chaperones is expected to cost about
$86.(X)0. Yoo told the
of Jun. I. 2009 until they are
erty from 51.5 cents per $100 to 51.6. Taxes on motor vehi- board that about 20 percent of the
funds were' already in
paid.
cles will remain the same as last year at 54.4 cents per $100. hand and asked for permission
to make the trip if the
Motor vehicles and waterThe board also approved a $12 million budget for the remaining funding could be raised.
craft will be taxed 38 cents per
year that included general fund expenses, capital outlay and
Yoo said band parents are particularly excited about their
$100 of assessed value. 36.35
building funds. The budget includes a 2 percent raise for children having the opportunity to play at
Carnegie and have
cents of this will go to the city's
faculty and staff with a promise of another 1 percent should supported the move for the past year. He
said scholarships
general fund and 1.65 cents for
the state and national economy improve and the funds are and other plans to raise money would insure
that any hand
the police and fire departments.
made available under contingency planning in the state's
biennial budget.

III See Page 2A

II See Page 2A

Committee tables move regarding golf carts on streets
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Mattingly said that Marion. Ky., the way scooters have for gas
Staff Writer
had considered allowing golf savings.
Public Safety Committee carts, but had tabled the item for
Kentucky League of Cities
Chairman Danny Hudspeth told a later time after some research. representative J.D. Chaney, who
the Murray City Council last He said the public needs to was in town meeting with offinight that he wanted to make the know that they are currently ille- cials for the day, said he thought
public aware that golf carts were gal to drive on any city roads.
that three or four cities were
not allowed on city streets. The
He said if the city changed its considering amending their golf
committee had decided at its current ordinance, he was con- cart-related
ordinances,
meeting earlier in the evening to cerned about mixing them with although not all of them had
review issues of golf carts and other city traffic, especially now called him for advice so he waswreckers at a later date.
that Murray State University n't certain what they were conThe golf cart issue came up students are back in town.
sidering.
because of Senate Bill 93. which
Committee member Robert
Committee member Pat Scott
created KRS 189.820. The Billington. Jr. said that he under- that said allowing golf carts
statute allows local governments stood that many people driving could be dangerous. "As far as
to authorize and regulate the use golf carts are doing it only in accomplishing fuel savings. I
of golf carts on public roadways neighborhoods and subdivisions don't think it's worth the risk."
within five miles of a golf for short distances, but that peo- he said.
course as long as they have ple still need to be aware that it
Police Chief Ken Claud
speed limits of 35 mph. The is not permitted. He said he agreed. "If someone were hit by
committee met to decide knew of at least one man who a motor vehicle, it could be catwhether or not it wanted to had recently been pulled over in astrophic," he said.
change its laws to allow golf a golf cart.
City Councilman Butch
carts.
He also said that despite high Seargent was present at the
City Administrator Matt gas prices, he didn't think the
golf cart would become popular •See Page 2A
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The Murray Public Safety Committee discusses whether or not they need to repeal the
ban
on riding golf carts on city streets with speed limits over 35 mph. Pictured, from left to nght,
are Murray Police Chief Ken Claud, City Administrator Matt Mattingly, committee member Pat
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Street to close for Ice Cream Festival
Staff Report
Murray Calloway (ounty
Parks Director Matt Martin
reminds motorist that Payne
Street from North 10th to North

•Golf carts
From Front
meeting and said he wasn't
'hearing very good arguments
against changing the golf can
'ordinance yet. Committee memher Jeremy Bell said he thought
the difference in speed was
probably the best argument
against it.
Billington said he thought
the committee should probably
table the item for now and discuss it again in the spnng. rather
than when winter is approaching.
The committee next discussed scooters on city streets.
,saying they wanted to educate
the public that there were a lot
. more to look out for now than in
the past. Scott said that state law
-already requires scooter nders
•to have a valid driver's license

Eight streets will be closed
tonight tEnday)from 6 pin to 9
p m and Saturday from around
K a.m. until 7 p.m. for the annu
al Ice Cream Festival and a car

show
Motorists are advised to
avoid the area which divides
Chestnut Park.

•••

to ride a st., 'ter. He also mentioned that he had recently seen
a kid dnving around on "one of
those motorized coolers who
wasn't old enough to drive in
the first place."
Billington said that he
thought motorcycles might pose
less of a safety threat than scooters because if someone were
spending $25,($X)on a motorcycle, they would definitely know
how to drive it. A person spending only $800 or so on a scooter
might not he as conscientious.
The committee tabled the
item
The group also discussed the
rates wreckers could charge
when towing vehicles for the
city. Tow truck operator Mark
Moore of Murray Auto Body
told the committee he thought

wreckers should be able to bill
the city based on the amount of
work that was required instead
of having a fixed rate. He said
he was currently not allowed to
charge more than $70 if he was
called by the city. He said it was
odd that the city doesn't regulate
how much they charge for storage of a vehicle, hut had standards for towing.
Monty McCuistion of Max's
Towing said that the current
ordinance says wreckers could
charge extra if they have to tow
a vehicle for more than four
miles, but that he was denied the
extra charge on a recent hill to
the city.
The committee agreed that
they might need to reconsider
the ordinance soon and tabled
the discussion for a later date.

I-4AWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
REMEMBERING 9/11: Murray State University students held a candlelight vigil on the steps
of Lovett Auditorium last night to honor those who died in the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,
2001. Pictured here are freshmen Amanda Shehan (far right) and Allie Bond (center). The students read several Bible verses and revisited the events of that day. Shehan said she found
the service "very moving." Bond said a friend of hers was currently preparing to leave the
country to serve in Afghanistan.

Candidates discuss public service views

II First readings ...
promised to get the money back
to the cities.
No members of the public
The state's projections of the
spoke at the public heanng for revenue were overestimated by
the tax rates.
about $7 million. which Chaney
Mayor Tom Rushing intro- said shortchanged cities of the
duced J.D. Chaney from the money they had been promised.
Kentucky League of Cities. He said the bill that would have
Chaney talked about several repealed the 2005 law had 51
state issues that could affect co-sponsors in the Senate earlier
:cities in the next legislative ses- this year, but that it had still not
sion. Chaney said the KLC had passed.
:helped to kill several bills that
Rushing also introduced Pat
:could harm cities in the last ses- Harnngton at the beginning of
sion.
the meeting, who spoke about
"Well, I take that back," he how Murray had been designatsaid. "You don't kill bills, you ed as one of the 100 Best
delay them. They always pop Communities for Young People
back up."
and as a Playful City USA comOut of several legislative munity. She said the Playful
proposals Chaney talked about, City title meant that Murray
the council focused much of its children were all within walking
discussion on a telecommunica- distance of a playground. She
tions bill. He said that cities said the community had more
used to collect taxes on telecom than 40 play areas.
companies. but that the state
decided to do it instead and had
The council also approved

From Front

the first reading of an ordinance
to rezone 1.215-acre portion of
land at 506 Industrial Rd from
floodway to industriai status.
The city's planning commission
had voted in a July 16 meeting
that the current zoning was
inappropriate because an engineer certification found that the
portion of land was outside the
special flood hazard area shown
on
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency flood
maps.
The council voted to approve
Hal Kemp to serve on the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Board, replacing Jack
Rose, who resigned recently.
Kemp's term will expire on
March 31, 2012.
Each of the council members
nominated Kemp except for
Jeremy Bell, who nominated
Greg Delancey. The third applicant was Matthew H. Hale.

NEW
N:(4(1% o‘Pi --Republican John McCain said
Thursday he would have asked
Americans to serve after the
2001 terrorist attacks by joining
neighborhood watches or helping guard nuclear plants. offering an implicit criticism of
President Bush's approach
seven years ago.
"I would have called them to
serve,- McCain said during the
Service Nation Presidential
Candidates Forum, held at
Columbia University."We needed to, at that time, take advaii-

tage ot the unity in the United
States of America."
McCain said he would have
talked "directly to the Amencan
people on the need for us all to
serve this nation" and immediately proposed legislation to create additional service organizations and expand existing ones
such as AmeriCorps, the Peace
Corps and the military.
McCain was followed to the
stage by his Democratic opponent. Barack Obama. and they
shook hands before McCain
departed.

MISD celebrates
From Front
member that wants to go would have a seat on one
of two charter buses officials are planning on to
make the trip.
Yoo said the Tiger Band is one of only three
high schools hands in the country' to he invited to
the festival. The request was approved by hoard
members. If the money is secured, the band will
travel to NYC during spnng break next year.
In other business, the board approved Rogers'

I lie eiient amounted to backto-hack live interviews of the
two candidates — the forum
was broadcast live on some
cable networks.
Obama has promised that a
call to service would be a cornerstone of his presidency, and
also has criticized Bush for asking Americans eager to pitch in
after the attacks merely "to
shop"
The expansion of goverii
ment national service programs
he has proposed would cost $3.5
billion a year.

•••

request that the district look into the cost of constructing a second chemistry lab at MHS. Rogers
told board members that he has been informed by
the Kentucky Board of Education that it will not
be necessary to amend the district's facilities plan
to make the move.
-They said all we have to do is request a finding to adjust our current plan.- Rogers said.
A room located in the school's science wing
would be used to accommodate a new facility
should construction costs be feasible.

The easy decision for

Permanent Birth Control

OPEN HOUSES I
Sunday, September 14 • 1-3 p.m.

The lissure Procedure
The procedure is fast, easy and effectiN ,.
Unlike tubal ligation or vasectomy, the Essure
procedure has these advantages
• No incisions or cutting
• No general anesthesia required
• Quick recovery
• 99.8% effective (based on 4 years of follow-up)
• Can be performed in our office with minimal
anesthesia
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Western Kentucky Real Estate 753-5842

112 Murray Estates Driye $284,900
3 BR, 2 BA. Pool Mt S #47461
Grey's Properties. 1.1.0 759-2001

MA Washington Street
I RR. 2 BA MI S #44,25k
Red Mill Realty 270-924-4112

Call Murray Woman's Clinic today at
270-753-9300 to discuss if the Essure procedure
may be the option for you.
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KentickvInBrief
Store clerk charged in
child endangerment case
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — Police charged a retail clerk with a rare
crime Thursday after they say she refused to offer assistance to a 3
year-old boy locked in a hot van in the store's parking lot

Friday,September 12. 20011•3A

Former AG •Tax rate ...
to challenge From Front
Richards for
speaker job
approved conerietein hid, for

Phase II renovation plans for a
district-wide project with the
hid going to Crouch Building
Elizabeth Miller, 34, of Richmond. Ky., was cited for tailing to
Associates of Mayfield. The bid
report the neglect or abuse of a child, a misdemeanor that carries a
was just over $3 million.
sentence of up to 90 days in jail and a $250 fine She was issued a
"We had six tight bids. They
FRANKFORT. Ky.. (API
summons to appear in court, but no court date was set. Fayette
Former Attorney General Greg were all a little higher than what
County assistant prosecutor Brian Mattone said
According to the police report Miller was the manager on duty at Stumbo says he'll challenge to we had expected, but we believe
become
the we got a good bid." Hoskins
the Bed Bath & Beyond in Lexington where the incident occurred
Kentucky commented.
A couple spotted the troy inside the van and asked Miller to use
House speaker
Among the improvement
the store's loud speaker to alert the mother, who was shopping in the
when
the projects will be roof, HVAC and
Mattone said Miller allegedly said that was against store pollGeneral lighting work at Calloway
:icy and refused a request by the couple to use the store phone to call
Assembly County High School; window,
'911.
returns
in door and bathroom work at
"It's an obligation upon citizens to report children in trouble. espeJanuary.
Calloway
cially in this case where a child was being abused," Mattone said
County
Middle
Stumbo says School; bathmoms, wash staThe boy was dehydrated but otherwise unharmed His mother.
he's
sending
Tanuja R Pater, was arraigned Monday in Fayette District Court on
tions, windows, doors. FIVAC,
out letters and a gym floors and bleachers and
a charge of felony wanton endangerment She pleaded not guilty
questionnaire electrical work at the elemenStumbo
to fellow House tary schools. roof, locker
room.
lawmakers this HVAC,
OUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The University of Louisville could face
lighting and doors at
on
week
it.
The
Prestonsburg
sanctions from its accrediting agency if an internal investigation
Hoke Field House; and conces. shows an associate of a former dean was improperly awarded a doc- Democrat says he believes a sion stand, roof, fixtures, lock"majority of members" both
torate degree
ers and benches at Jack Rose
The Couner-Joumal of Louisville reported in Friday editions that Republicans and Democrats feel Stadium.
by awarding a doctoral degree to a student enrolled for only one like they need a change from
A resolution authorizing the
semester, U of L violated the rules of the Commission on Colleges of current House Speaker Jody Calloway
County
School
Richards, a Bowling Green
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
District Finance Corporation to
Belle S Wheelan. president of the commission, told the newspa- Democrat.
Richards says in a press issue revenue bonds for school
per that if U of 1_ is found to be out of compliance, her agency could
purposes
was
release
that being the House building
put the university "on warning or probation" or revoke its accreditaspeaker has been an honor and a approved.
tion, although she said the last option would be highly unlikely
During a special meeting of
U of L President James Ramsey appointed a committee privilege, but he's still planning
Wednesday to investigate how John Deasy qualified for the to lead the chamber. Richards the Calloway County School
advanced degree, even though he apparently was on campus for says he's confident he'll be re- District Finance Corporation,
held in concert with the board of
only one semester, The Courier-Journal reported. University rules elected in January.
Stumbo is a former House education meeting. it agreed to
specify a doctoral candidate must study for two years at U of L.
majority floor leader who proceed with scheduling bond
including at last one year of full-time residency.
The Courier-Journal and WHAS•TV reported this week that returned to his House seat earlier sales for the Phase II renovation
project for September 30. It was
Deasy gave former education Dean Robert Felnees research center this year
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ency: U of L accreditation at risk

reported that anticipated interest
rates of 4 5 percent were being
eyed.
A Title I Parent Involvement
Report was presented by Kym
Hopkins. She said parent volunteer numbers were increasing
with solid involvement in many
of the schools and plans are in
place in other schools to
increase parent involvement.
"Parents are becoming aware
they are welcome. We want
them to be there to know what's
going on. We need to advocate
for our children and our families," she stated.
Assistant
Superintendent
Randy McCallon presented a
Data Report recapping the
recently published ACT and
CATS results. He said the district exceeded state averages,
and he reminded the board that a
two-week testing window is
approaching for county students.
"We had good scores compared to other districts across
the state," he said.
Hoskins added, "This is the
most important thing we do.
Everything else is secondary to
this."
The board approved a plan to
move forward with its efforts to
update a district-wide facilities

plan. Hoskins said he hoped to
have a plan OK'd by next April
and then have it approved by the
state in June. Board member
Leeann Myers was appointed to
served on that committee.
The board also recognized a
donation of 91 computers from
the Department of Defense
through a computer reutilization
program. Calloway County will
be able to consistently maintain
a two-to-four year old IT inventory throughout the district, it
was reported.
Making the presentation was
DOD Technical Sgt, Brain Duff
and his wife Lori Duff and their
children Chris Milby and
Madison Duff.
It was noted that the district
is beginning the process of district-wide accreditation with
SACS CASI (AdvancED).
Previously, they had individual
schools receive accreditation
from the same organization.
With the new procedure, the
preschool will be included, it
was reported. The SACS
accreditation renews all our currently accredited schools until
the District accreditation takes
place, it was noted.
The board adjourned into two
executive sessions for student
personnel.

a $375.000 contract in 2002.
Feiner was Deasy's adviser and chairman of his dissertation committee

Army issues report
on pregnant soldier's death
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — A pregnant soldier's unit at Fort Bragg
didn't follow procedures for keeping track of newly arrived personnel.
the Army said in a report Thursday on the disappearance of the
woman, whose body was found this summer at an off-base motel.
The report also said one noncommissioned officer had been reprimanded for lying duhng the investigation, but the report said the
oversights and mistakes would not have prevented the death of Spc.
Megan L. Touma, 23, of Cold Spring. Ky.
Two other sergeants were reprimanded, one for not getting
Touma's phone number the day she reported to the post and the
other for not telling the company commander and senior sergeant
he'd heard there might be a problem regarding the woman.
No commiasioned officers were reprimanded, said Fort Bragg
spokesman Tom McCollum.
"Accountability of all of our soldiers falls to the noncommissioned
officer chain," McCollum said
The sergeant who lied made it appear he followed all the procedures," he addea
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Family feud leads to
shootout in rural Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Five people remained jailed on
Thursday after what police described as a feud escalated into a
shootout in a rural Kentucky community.
Trooper Ronald Turley said two neighboring families who her
bored "a general dislike for each other" exchanged gunfire in the
Bald Knob community north of Frankfort on Tuesday. No one was
killed in the shootings Tuesday evening, but two people were struck
by shotgun pellets.
Turley said troopers confiscated 10 shotguns and nfles from two
homes
"They were very lucky that somebody didn't get killed up there:
he said.
Troopers arrested Mitchell R. Engler, 52. and Chnstopher T
Beagle Sr.. 41, both of Bald Knob on multiple counts of felony wanton endangerment. They hadn't been in custody long when state
police were called back to the same location because a second firelight was under way Troopers then arrested the men's sons, Anthony
Engler, 32 and Christopher T Beagle Jr., 18. They also were
charged with multiple counts of wanton endangerment, An unidentified 15-year-old was also arrested.
Turley descnbed the conflict as "an ongoing feud." He said it
:resulted from "some type of personal issue."
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Paris to get catfish
statue ... with a beret
PARIS, Tenn.(AP) — Henry County officials have authonzed a
statue of a catfish to be erected on the Paris town square
The fish will be wearing a beret in honor of the French sister city
and its trademark cap.
The statue will be about 6 1/2 feet tall and be completed by Gene
Snowden.
Paris. with Kentucky Lake and the Tennessee River nearby, has
the city-proclaimed "world's biggest fish fry" every April featuring catfish_
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries • Monday crackers, apple: Tuesday - animal crackers, milk, Wednesday
• cheese, crackers: Thursday - muffin, milk; Friday - carrots
wit:hp, milk.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice available daily) Monday - breakfast pizza, apple sauce, Tuesday
- biscuit vesausage gravy; Wednesday - cereal, cinnamon
toast, Thursday - pancakes w/syrup, peaches; Friday - cereal, muffin. Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and
milk served daily) Monday - cheese pizza: Tuesday - chicken nuggets; Wednesday - cheeseburger; Thursday - corn
dog; Friday - turkey and cheese sandwich.
Elementaries - Snack -Monday - applesauce, graham
crackers; Tuesday - 1/2 peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
milk; Wednesday - cheese & crackers, juice: Thursday peanut butter & crackers, milk; Friday - cereal, milk. Smokiest (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt, fruit juice, fresh fruit and
milk served daily) Monday • egg and cheese biscuit; Tuesday - muffin: Wednesday - biscua weausage gravy: Thurs•
day - waffle sticks wasyrup; Friday - cinnamon rolls. Lunch
(assorted vegetabtes. fruit, chef salads, milk served daily)
Monday - lasagna welexas toast, gnIted chicken sandwich,
gnlled cheese sandwich, Tuesday - pizza, Chuckwagon sandwich, peanut butter & jelly sandwich; Wednesday - chicken
nuggets w/roll. turkey and cheese sandwich. yogurt & animal
crackers; Thursday - taco salad, hot ham and cheese sandwich, peanut butler & telly sandwich; Friday - chicken pot pie,
hamburger, grilled cheese sandwich.
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice, toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - steak biscuit; Tuesday - breakfast
burrito: Wednesday - pancakes wayrup; Thursday - oatmeal,
Poptart: Friday - biscuit wisausage gravy. Lunch (assorted
vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served daily) Monday
- fish nuggets, gnlled chicken sandwich, turkey and cheese
sandwich; Tuesday - spaghetti w/garlic toast. BBC) ribette
sandwich, ham and cheese sandwich: Wednesday - oven
fried chicken, corn dog submarine sandwich. Thursday chicken faille, hot hem and Swiss sandwich, turkey and cheese
sandwich; Friday - sliced turkey w/gravy, roll, hamburger. ham
and cheese sandwich.
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, poptarts,
fresh fruit and milk offered daily) Monday - sausage biscuit;
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup; Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy. Friday - breakfast taco.
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers. pizza and milk served daily) Monday - cream of
Potato soup w/pizza sticks, corn dog: Tuesday - chili cheese
baked potato w/breadsticks, hot ham and cheese sandwich;
Wednesday - chicken nuggets wiroll. cheeseburger; Thursday
- Mexican bean roll, chicken sandwich; Friday - lasagna
wTexas toast. hot ham and cheese sandwich.
MURRAY CITY
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Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and Murray City Schools for the week of Sept.
15-19 have been released by Pat Lane, Calloway director,
and Mallory Cathey, Murray director.
Menus, subject to occasional changes, based on availability of food, are as follows:
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daily) Monday egg and cheese toast: Tuesday - chicken &
biscuit. Wednesday - pancake & sausage on sex, Thursday
- breakfast pizza, Friday - yogurt w/graham cracker Lunch (canned or fresh vegetables, canned or fresh fruit and lowfat
milk served daily) Monday - chili cnspito. BBO pork sandwich,
Tuesday - cheeseburger, chef salad, Wednesday - chicken
nuggets weoll, pimento cheese sandwich: Thursday - mini
corn dogs. turkey wrap; Friday - stuffed crust pizza. fish sandwich
Middle - Breakfast - (toast, cereal and milk served daily)
Monday - biscuit and gravy: Tuesday - sausage biscuit
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - pancake on stick,
Friday - Poptart. Lunch (assorted vegetables. chef salad.
fruits and milk served daily) Monday - chicken sandwich.
cnspito w/ctieese, Tuesday - cheeseburger. Beanie Wearies,
Wednesday - steak finger, chef salad. Thursday - mini corn
dogs turkey wrap. Friday - sausage pizza, tuna plate
High - Breakfast (toast. cereal, ance and milk sewed daily)
Monday - muffin. Tuesday - egg patta. or biscuit. Wednesday - scrambled egg pizza. Thursday - sausaoe biscuit. Friday - French toast six Lunch hamburger. cheeseburger,
pizza, cooked and fresh vegetables, canned and fresh fruit
arid tow fat milk served daily) Monday grilled chicken sandwich hot dog. Tuesday
nachos, chef salad. French bread
pizza. Wednesday steak nuggets tuna salad plate. Thursday - cnspito Ai/cheese sauce, chef salad %iv:crackers; Friday
- fish & cheese sandwich. Chuckwgon sandwich
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Al' NEWS ANALYSIS
By Matthew Lee

U.S. relations
with leftist
leaders sour
WASHINGTON (API — The Bush administration is facing a new headache, this time in Latin America. as two leftist governments it can't ignore booted the U.S. ambassadors
this week.
Simmering ideological tensions between President Bush
and the populist presidents of Bolivia and Venezuela boiled
over on Wednesday and Thursday in twin diplomatic spats
that threaten U.S. counternarcotics operations in the region
and possibly American energy supplies.
The administration says it wants to get along with the
growing number of leftist leaders in the Western Hemisphere,
but Bolivian President Evo Morales and Venezuelan President
Hugo Chavez are having none of it, essentially responding
with the time-honored insult: "Yankee, go home."
Having chafed under U.S. pressure for reform and criticism of their unabashed fondness for arch-U.S. foe Fidel
Castro, Morales and Chavez unloaded a torrent of anti-Bush
rhetoric and suggested they won't restore normal ties with
Washington until a new administration takes over.
Perhaps encouraged by his mentor Chavez, who famously
described Bush as the devil at the United Nations and has
cultivated relations with U.S. antagonists in Cuba as well as
Iran and more recently Russia, Morales on Wednesday
expelled U.S. Ambassador Philip Goldberg.
Morales, the former head of Bolivia's coca growers union,
accused Goldberg of conspiring to oust him with Bolivia's
conservative opposition, which is spearheading protests
against his plans to redo the constitution and redirect natural
gas revenues to the indigenous peoples.
"Without fear of the empire. I declare the U.S. ambassador 'persona non grata,- Morales said in a speech at the
presidential palace." "We don't want separatists, divisionists."
Washington called the allegations "baseless" and warned
Thursday that the expulsion was a "grave error" that would
badly damage U.S.-Bolivian ties. The State Department then
declared Bolivia's top envoy to the United States, Gustavo
Guzman, "persona non grata."
The situation deteriorated late Thursday when Chavez,
who claims the Bush administration was behind a failed
2002 coup against him, followed suit, ordering U.S. Ambassador to Venezuela Patrick Duddy out of the country and
recalling Venezuela's envoy to the United States.
-They're trying to do here what they were doing in
Bolivia," Chavez told a crowd during a televised rally.
Accusing Washington, which he also refers to as "the
empire." of again trying to oust him. 'That's enough ... from
you, Yankees," he said, using a barnyard expletive.
U.S. officials in Washington and Caracas said they had
received no formal notice of the step and declined to corntient on how they would respond, especially since Chavez
Appeared to have beaten them to the reciprocal punch by
recalling his ambassador before he could be expelled.
The escalating spats could prompt similar moves from
others in the region, notably that of former Sandinista leader
and current Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega, to act in
sOlidanty. throwing a wrench into U.S. policy and further
dimming its influence in Latin America.
Yet. Washington has its hands full already with the
ipereasingly emboldened Morales and Chavez and other problems in the region.
Despite having pumped billions of dollars into anti-drug
grograms in the Andes. the administration has little show for
it, with the possible exception of Colombia where a conserolive leader has bucked regional trends and supports Bush.
: Bolivia, the world's third-largest coca producer after
Colombia and Peru, is key to U.S. counternarcotics efforts. It
ii also a major natural gas supplier to its neighbors, notably
Brazil, whose leftist leader has taken a more moderate
4oproach in his differences with Bush.
Venezuela. meanwhile, is the fourth-largest oil supplier to
the United States, and in his speech Thursday Chavez threatened to cut off those crude shipments "if there's any aggression against Venezuela."
Matthew Lee covers U.S. foreign policy for The Associated
Press.
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THE CULT OF CELEBRITY
BY RON FOURNIER/AP WRITER
WASHINGTON (AP) — When John
McCain decided to cast Barack Obama
as a feckless upstart, an empty suit, he
reached for the dirtiest word he could
use: "celebrity."
"He's the biggest celebrity in the
world," a female narrator warns in
breathless tones for a McCain ad, "but
is he ready to lead?" Chants of "0barna! 0-bama!" form a mischievous
backtrack to fleeting images of Britney
Spears and Paris Hilton — one a troubled singer and the other a socialite
who is famous for, well, being famous.
What McCain and his image-makers
don't bother to tell us is that all serious presidential candidates are celebrities. In fact, some of our greatest presidents have benefited politically from
our celebrity culture — and many
shape the ubiquity of it all. Presidents
and presidential candidates are not
merely well-known, which in itself is
enough to make them celebrities; their
families, their health histories, their
habits and hobbies and once-closeted
skeletons are as open to the public as
the pages of People magazine.
Oh, and there's this other small
point McCain left out: Last month, he
created his own celebrity.
Ten days ago. few people in the
lower 48 could have named Alaska's
governor, much less tell you that Sarah
Patin is a mother of five — a moosehunting, corruption-busting "hockey
mom" with a pregnant teenage daughter, a son headed to Iraq and a raft of
Internet rumors about her personal and
professional life. The image has overwhelmed the reality of her relatively
thin resume — she's nearly three years
younger than Obama and barely into
her first term as governor.
We think we know Palin. After all,
that's her face on the covers of People
("Sarah Palin's Family Drama") and Us
Weekly ("Babies. Lies & Scandal"),
where we read about her affinity for
BlackBerrys and breast pumps. Though
not all the news is good — for
celebrities, it rarely is — the fact and
fiction of Palin's freshly carved image
help her, and perhaps McCain, connect
with Americans.
Many voters see a bit of themselves
in Patin even while she stands above
the populace — the classic celebrity
duality of fame and attainability that
has always accounted for the allure of
stars in American culture. Why else
would celebrity magazines spend _millions of dollars for photos of stars acting "just like us" — fetching coffee,

toting groceries, playing with their kids
in the park?
While the culture of celebrity dates
to the early 19th century in politics.
the Hollywood ethic is everywhere
today. It extends to athletic fields,
board rooms and even church pulpits.
where evangelists like Rick Warren
preach to 20,000 people every week
and write mega-selling books.
"People want to find candidates
appealing and find some qualities where
they're like me or they're better than
me," says Victoria Ott, a historian at
Birmingham-Southern College in Alabama who studies the pre-Civil War era.
She points to Andrew Jackson, the
self-styled populist who called himself
"Old Hickory" and touted his war
record. His allies cast rival John Quincy Adams as an elitist with the slogan,
"Vote for Andrew Jackson. who can
fight. Not for John Quincy Adams, who
can write."
Nearly 180 years later, the celebrity
machine is churning out the same
pablum, albeit electronically and instantaneously. Now it's Vietnam POW John
McCain who can fight and best-selling
author Barack Obama who can write.
Abraham Lincoln edited his speeches
before sending them off to newspapers,
and his image-makers marched into a
convention hall with two fence rails
placarded. "Abraham Lincoln, The Rail
Candidate for President in 1860." A
celebrity was born, later to be deified
upon his assassination and now celebrated daily at the Disney-influenced
Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum
in Springfield. III.
In the 19th century. three developments fueled the celebrification of politics: a new form of communications
(the telegraph), the proliferation of a
largely partisan and affordable medium
(newspapers) and the democratization of
the electoral process that gave more
people the vote. The same dynamics
are driving the culture of celebrity
today. though with different platforms:
the Internet, blogs and Obama's drive
to swell voter registration rolls with
young voters.
Teddy Roosevelt. the rugged outdoorsman. John F. Kennedy, the dashing
war hero. Ronald Reagan, the morningin-America optimist. No less than
Kennedy's "Rat Pack," these presidents
were celebrities.
"What we're looking for in any
celebrity is the marvel of discovery,"
says Jim Broussard. a historian at

Lebanon Valley College in Annville, Pa.
"A movie star is a celebrity because
we see them in movies and we think
they're great. I want to be him or like
him. Obama's celebrity comes from the
fact that a lot of people are hungry for
something and all of a sudden they
find it and say. 'This is terrific.What are people hungry for? Fame,
power, money, attention, status -- those
you can experience vicariously through
the pages of People. But if the civic
side of the American culture is hungry
for change, then Obama and Palin —
though polar opposites in their politics
— are the equivalent of the Hollywood
starlet who's discovered at a diner: an
overnight sensation.
"We're thirsty," Broussard says, "and
along comes the water."
What Michael Jordan is to sports,
Rick Warren is to religion. Steve Jobs
is to business and Madonna is to music.
— that's what McCain, Patin, Mama
and Democratic running mate Joe Bider*
are to politics. Created and marketed as
brands, sometimes long after they're
effective (Michael Jordan is retired) or
dead (Elvis has left the building, but .
he still sells), political figures are worshipped and consumed, even when they
don't deserve the adulation or when the
celebrification overwhelms real issues
like the war in Iraq and the economy.
McCain's chief adviser, Rick Davis.
might have been right when he said
this election is not about issues. It certainly won't be about issues alone.
-This election is about a composite
view of what people take away from
these candidates." he said.
In fact, Americans pick a president
the way they select a car. Sure, some
of us know our way around an engine
and read the consumer reports but at
the end of the day. you don't buy a
car without a test drive — without
knowing how it feels and knowing
what how it makes you feel about
yourself.
It's the same with politicians. The
campaign is a test drive, and we want
a gut check.
Presidents and presidential candidates
are celebrities, imperfect models of
what we are and what we want to
become.
"A celebrity is known for being
known," Broussard says, "and known
for being a bit like us and a bit better
than us."
And only then, if they're both, will
we actually buy the car.
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Obituaries
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Ronald Wyatt

Mrs. Theola Bullington

Ronald Wyatt, 50, Benton, died Thursday, Sept. II, 2008, at his
home. Preceding him in death were his parents, Layten Howard and
Jesse Mae Wyatt, and two brothers, Steve and
Robert Mason. Survivors include two daughters.
Harley Robinson and husband, David. Benton. and
Megan Gordon, Hardin; one son, Michael Gordon.
Benton; special friend, Elaine Gipson, Benton: one
sister. Helen Manus. Murray; two brothers, Wayne
Wyatt and wife. Peggy, and Roy Mason and wife.
Gracie, all of Dexter; five grandchildren, Hunter.
Haley, Hayden and Zachary Gordon and Blake
Mathus. The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray.
Wyatt
Burial will follow in the Coles Camp Ground
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home
from 5 to 9 p.m. Saturday. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmillercom.

Mt, 1 heola Bullington, 77. J. E Erwin Lane, New Concord, died
today. Friday. Sept. 12,2008. at 3:25 .m. at her home. J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Lena Daniell
Mrs. Lena Darnell, 74. Hardin. died Thursday, Sept. II. 2008 at
10 p.m. at Britthaven of Benton.
She was a member of Hardin Baptist Church and of The Tuesday
Sewing Group. Preceding her in death were her parents. Latus and
Jewell Lamb York: one sister. Shirley Thompson; two brothers,
O'Neal York and Jerry York.
Survivors include her husband, Billy Bob Darnell Sr., to whom
she was married May 28, 1955; one daughter, Sherry Lynn Case and
husband. Roger, Lake, Mich.; one son, Billy Bob Darnell Jr. and
wife. Bobbi, Lexington. S.C.; two grandchildren, Haley Ayers
cianiell and Jacob Rushton Darnell; one sister, Annis Arant, Hardin;
two brothers, Rev. Alvin York, Murray, and Dan York and wife.
Mary, Tucson, Ariz. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements: Online condolences may be made to
www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Louise McIntyre Goode
The funeral for Mrs. Louise McIntyre Goode will be today
(friday) at 2 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Hopkinsville. Rev.
Pr. Anthony Barta and Rev. David Montgomery will officiate.
Burial will follow in the New Ebenezer Cemetery with Hughart &
Beard Funeral Home of Hopkinsville in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Goode.88, Hopkinsville,formerly of Murray, died Tuesday.
Sept. 9,2008, at her home. Preceding her in death were her husband,
Kenneth W. Goode who died in 1985. Born March 6, 1920. in Todd
County. she was the daughter of the late Oscar and Manda McIntyre.
A homemaker, she was a member of First Presbyterian Church of
Murray. Survivors include one son, Kenneth R. Goode, Memphis,
Tenn.; one daughter, Beverly Goode Douglas, Atlanta, Ga.; one
brother. Doris Wayne (Jack) McIntyre, Allegre; two grandchildren.
Troy and Lesley Goode.

Paid Obituary
Karen Denise Thompson
Los ing mother, caring daughter, treasured sister, and true friend
Karen Denise Thompson of Murray passed away on Monday. Sept.
8, 2008.
She is survived by her mother, Wanda Biggs
Chilcutt, Dover, Tenn.; two sons, Joel Smith,
Knoxville, Tenn.. and Marshall Thompson.
Murray; four sisters, Lori Milan and husband.
George, Springville. Tenn.. Kathy Crabtree, Paris,
Tenn., Kelly Gray and husband, Billy, Dover,
Tenn., and twin sister. Kim Jewell and husband,
David, Dry Ridge; one brother, Dwayne Chilcutt
and wife, Iris, Sumter. S.C.; three aunts, Barbara
Lemonds, Paris, Janie Jarrell, Buchanan, Tenn..
Thompson
and Rebecca Barrow, Dover, Tenn.; several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Born in Paris, Tenn., Karen grew from humble beginnings to
become an amazing woman that touched the lives of every person
that she met.
Karen always persevered for the ill or the less fortunate and never
took for granted the things that life had to offer and sought comfort
in knowing she could help those who needed it.
Karen Thompson was a giver and excelled at it immensely.
Never did she want anything in return for her unconditional service
to her children, her family or her community, only resolving to do
good works because it was her nature.
Karen could make anyone laugh with her quick wit and sharp
humor and never ceased to be the life of the party and always knew
the right words to say to ease a broken heart.
Karen touched the lives of everyone she met and there is no way
anyone who knew her will ever be able to forget her life and how
special she really was. May she live on forever in our hearts and
minds.
An intimate family memorial service will be held later this week.
In lieu of flowers, please donate to the charity of your choice in her
memory. Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris is in charge of arrangements.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Myrtle Douglass
The funeral for Mr,. Myrtle Douglass will be Saturday at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Bob Saywell
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodi4
Church, 503 Maple St.. Murray, KY 42071 or a charity of choice.
Mrs. Douglass, 96, Murray. died Wednesday. Sept. 10, 2008. at
2:10 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of First United Methodist Church. Murrayr
Friendship Gleaners Sunday School Class, United Methodist
Women, Murray First Methodist Church Quilters, Murray Square
Dancing Association, Murray Christian Women's Club. and Gar-den
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Mrs. Douglass devoted her life for caring for her grandchildretti
love of gardening and her church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Harold Ray Douglass,
who died June 4. 1997, and a twin daughter. Gayle Rayburn. Born
July 10, 1912, in Lynn Grove. she was the daughter of the late
Lycurgus Fields (L.F.) Crawford and Mattie Humphreys Crawford,
Survivors include one daughter, Ann Wells and husband. Dr.
Louis, Germantown,Tenn.; five grandchildren. Mark Wells, Atlanta,.
Ga., Kimberly Rexford, Houston. Texas, Amy Wells and Douglass
Rayburn, Dallas, Texas, and Beverly Walther, Glencoe. III.; eight:,
great-grandchildren. Elizabeth and John Walther, Michael Rayburn,.
Reagan, Robbie, Ryan and Riley Rexford and Nate Wells.

Houston to stare down Ike
radio call for help about a 584foot bulk freighter stranded 90
miles southeast of Galveston.
Petty Office Patrick Kelley ,
said the ship. hauling petroleum
coke, broke down in the path of
the hurricane "in a potentially
dangerous situation."
"They're so far offshore;
you're looking at only helicopter responses. Then you're deal-"
ing with winds." Kelley said. j
No details were immediately
provided by the Coast Guard on'
the name of the ship or where it
was headed.

HOUSTON (AP) - As a
gigantic Hurricane Ike steamed
through the Gulf of Mexico
toward the Texas coast, officials
in America's fourth-largest city
made a bold decision: Instead of
fleeing. most residents here
would stare down the storm.
Residents of Galveston.
warned by the National Weather
Service they could "face certain
death," were ordered to evacuate as were those in low-lying
sections of the Houston area.
Meanwhile. the Coast Guard
before dawn today received a
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During oral arguments at the the plea.
Missy Jenkins Smith wheels up
"The human mind is compli
to her students, providing both University of Louisville's
counseling and a stark reminder Brandeis School of Law, no one cated," Harshaw said.
Missy Jenkins Smith, along
of what happens when anger disputed Carneal's guilt. The
goes out of control.
central disagreement was over with former classmate Kelly
Smith works with emotional- Carneal's competence in 1998 Hard-Alsip and Andrew Hadley
ly disturbed students in Murray. and if his claims that he was and Christina Gooch, whose 14The wheelchair Smith spends hearing voices at the time of the year-old sister Nicole Hadley
her days in is a constant plea and didn't disclose them was killed in the attack, spoke
reminder that she was one of constitutes new evidence in the briefly after the arguments. The
family of 17-year-old Jessica
five students wounded and three case.
Justice Mary Noble asked James, attended the hearing, but
killed by her one-time classmate
and friend, Michael Carneal, on Assistant Attorney General left without speaking.
Smith. Hard-Alsip and
Dec. I, 1997, at Heath High David Smith how Carneal's
claims differ from sex abuse Hadley's siblings said Carneal
School in Paducah.
"I'm sentenced for my life," cases where a victim recalls doesn't deserve another chance
Smith said. "I still have to deal details of the abuse years later. at freedom and that they don't
with the consequences of his Smith said in sex abuse cases, believe he's mentally ill.
"He's gotten quite a light
choice. He needs to deal with it's a victim with little incentive
the consequences of his choice." coming forward having the rec- sentence," said Hard-Alsip, who
Now, the Kentucky Supreme ollection, not someone who has was shot by Carneal. 'They
should not listen to anything he
Court will decide what conse- been convicted of a crime.
"It's human nature to remem- has to say."
quences Carneal will face.
The case garnered national
The high court heard argu- ber things differently years
ments Thursday about whether later," Smith said. "In some attention as one of the first mass
Carneal, now 25, was too men- cases, you have that incentive to school shootings in the United
States. It came just two months
tally ill to plead guilty in 1998, remember things differently."
Noble posed a similar ques- after an October I, 1997 shootwhen he was IS. He was sentenced to life in prison with the tion to Carneal's attorney, David ing, when Luke Woodham
possibility of parole after 25 Harshaw, but noted she's also killed three and injured seven in
years. A decision is expected in skeptical of Carneal's claim. Pearl, Miss.
three to six months. The court Harshaw said his client is a
schizophrenic"
could order a new competency "full-blown
hearing for Carneal, throw out whose illness rendered him
his plea and sentence or uphold unable to disclose just how
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• Investmcnts.Sance 1854
Dos Jones Ind. Arg. -.11334.9 - 98.8
86.01 + 0.05
Air Products
10.90 - 0.66

AT&T, Inc.
BB&T..

...... -33.03 + 0.18
+ 0.05

Brim & Stratton
Bristol Alyers Squibb

21.94 + 0.11

Caterpillar

63.88 - 0.93

Cher roc Texaco Corp

83.59 + 0.79

I/airnler Chrysler

.56.57 • 0.64

Dean Foods

23.71 + 0.12

E axon- M obil

76.70 + 1.14

........
Ford Motor
General Electric .......,._ 27.05- 1.11
General stotors.....__.- 13.36 + 0.61

9

Intel

19

Kroger
Mattel

213.04 .1)16
19.03.0,37

• 034

McDorialds

63.81 • 9.75

Afory7
.„2 MONTHS

II 93 • 0.06

Merck
Mame:oft.,

27.11 • 0.23

J.C. Penney

42.03 • 1.19

Stk #8357

stk tta412

Leather, Rear Entertainment
System, Skyroof,
Power Sliding Door.

-.72.23 .0.19

Pepsico, Inc.

Srk N8137 *8294
Model 0057

Regions Financial

Nissan Rebate

D.<

Rebate SI
4 9% for 60 Months

Factory

COO

PIUS

wik MAC

Schering-Plough --..--18.50 • 0.2.5
Sears Holding Corp

100.51 + 1.42
14.36 • 0.06

Tune Warner
I. S Bancorp ...... ......_

33.66 + 0.02

l.ST.............. ......-........-68.08 + 0.03

Goodyear ..................__.17.70 .010
HopFed Rank'.....-.-11.47 11 11.91)4

WellPoint Inc ....... .....

49.78 • 031

Wal-Mart

62.17 - 1.00

117.16 • 2.04

HILLIARD

LYONS

Financial Con5ultants (L-R).
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800444.1854
412, 800

Stk 08131 *8151
Model 452268

AC, Auto, Tilt. AM/FM,
CD Player, Side Impact
Supplement Air Bag

3,788
$14,595
800
$13,788

..M......i.Meo^rea
,
,
%Kara(waren,awlet Matt In ttea Stork I are
"RwORJ I AdOlMa.
eber ReSf 9ac
JO theard W( (eons, I, mm
tke CDIC lesion( Ro Beet Guaantee Mar tax Val.

5,988

Stk. 08202.14310.
Mod"042818

$18,189

MSRP
Wes., Rebate

Factory Rebate $RN
or
2 9% ter MI Menthe
wINMAC

Auto, AC, lilt Wheel, AM/FM,
CD Player, Side Impact Air
Bag, Cruise Control, Power
Windows, Power Locks

wasp

1,000

N•ssan Rebate

1,201

Prerneer Dtsc

$15,988
Factory Rebate $I 000
Plus
3 95s for 60 Months
w/NMAC

re•• •fle. et 40

will

SIMI

702
$19,988

Nissan Sentra 2.0

Nissan Versa Hatchback

11.12--

$21,940
1.250

Auto, AC, Tilt Wheel, AM/FM,
CD Player, Side Impact
Supplement Air Bag, Cruise
Control, Power Windows,
Power Locks

Pfizer, Inc........_.-.-.--I837 0.02

GlaxoSmithkline ADR -.43.54 • 0.68
51.34 .0.15
tioodrich

IBM

Nissan Aitima 2.5S
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Calloway County Health Center
will be closed Sept. 15 to 19

Teminders
The following is a reminder of an event planned for this
week that was recently published in The Murray Ledger d
Taney.

The Calloway County Health Center it
Olive and North 7th Streets, Murray, Mil
be closed from Monday through Friday.
On Monday, Sept. 22, the center w111
open in its new location at 602 Memory
Ln., Murray.
During the time the center will be closed,
persons with urgent health center services, may call 1-270-247-1490 for assistance.

Sandra Thompson, daughter of Stanley and Angelis Thompson. and Larry Ashford Jr., son of Larry and Robin Ashford
of Barlow, will be married Saturday. Sept. 13. 2008. at 2 p.m.
at the First Chnstian Church. Murray. A reception will follow the ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
Melissa Bramlet, daughter of Tony and Elaine Bramlet of
Harrisburg. III., and Gregory Wilson, son of Mark Wilson and
Gena Wilson of Murray, will be married Saturday, Sept. 13.
2008. at 4 p.m. at the Bramlet Family Farm. Delwood, Ill. All
relatives and friends are invited.

Jo's
Datebook

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
by Jo Burkeen Church Men. 5671 Crossland Rd., Hazel, will
have a church fish fry on Sunday at 6 p.m.
Community
at the new multi purpose pavilion. This will'
Editor
be an inaugural event for the new pavilion.;
Donations for the construction cost of the pavilion will be
appreciated. The public is invited.

Dawn Marie York, daughter of David and Donna York of
Benton, and Steve Edward Gile 11, son of Steve Gile and
Beth Gile of Benton. will be married Saturday. Sept. 13. 2008,
at 6 p.m. at Luther F. Carson Four Rivers Center, Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Photo provided
STUDENTS NAMED: Calloway County Middle School's sixth
grade Students of the Month for August are Chance Overbey,
Seth Svebakken, Alicia Grady and Clay Smotherman. These
students were chosen because of outstanding character,
work habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers and
teachers.

Mr. and Mrs. WWiam Michael Chance who were married
July 25. 2008, will be honored at a reception on Saturday,
Sept. 13, 2008, at 1 p.m. at Lakeview Baptist Church. Mrs.
Chance is the former Molly Deanice McCoy. All relatives and
friends are invited.

Charity Car and Truck Show planned
Wildhorse Mustang Club will host the Charity Car and Truck
Show Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at Murray Central Park
Trophies and door prizes will he given.

Theta Department will meet

WKMS Public Radio autumn fundraiser in progress
WKMS-FM. Murray State
University's listener-supported
public radio service conducts
its autumn fundraiser with a
goal of $120.000 — comprised
of listener support and corporate challenge grants. Listeners renewing their Membership by mail, online or phone
solicitation have thus far contributed nearly $40.000 of that
amount.
Each year Murray State
holds WKMS responsible for
generating 50 percent of the
cost of operating the station.
Its programs are .expected to
inform, enrich and entertain an
intelligent audience which
understands
programming
integrity is based on public
support from listeners and business underwriters. The Corporation for Public Broadcasting
audits WKMS to factor community support as the basis
for matching community service grants. The station conducts fundraisers each autumn
and spring to generate this
community support.
WKMS welcomes guests
and volunteers for the on-air
portion of the fundraiser starting Saturday, Sept. 20. The
station asks listeners in its
nearly 8.000 square mile coverage area in northwestern Tennessee, west Kentucky and
southernmost Illinois to contribute towards and reach the
$120,000 goal by Saturday.
Sept. 27. thus returning to regularly scheduled programming
on Sunday. Sept. 28. The station also hopes to welcome at

least 150 new contributors during this effort.
For every mailed-in gift to
WKMS and every gift calledin during the on-air effort,
regardless of the amount, the
retail value of one 2x4 piece
of lumber is set aside for use
in an upcoming Habitat for
Humanity project in the region.
The station hopes to receive
enough contributions to build
two Habitat homes. The station asks that if listeners have
questions regarding Habitat for
Humanity projects in western
Kentucky that they call 502visit
896- I 299,
or .
www.kyhfh.org. Persons interested in contributing to this
effort may mail gifts of any
amount made payable to
WKMS/MSU Foundation to
WKMS at 2018 University Station, Murray, KY, 42071. Murray Lumber is partner with
WKMS in this communitysuengthening effort.

At its website wkms.org the
station also provides a secure
site for making contributions
and offers a drawing exclusive
to online contributors for gifts
including HD radios for the
car and home and an iPod
Nano. The site also offers a
complete program schedule.
various podcasts, the opportunity to make a planned gift to
the station, an interactive community events calendar and a
local news archive where
WKMS news reports can be
heard on demand.
A National Public Radio
member station, WKMS broadcasts 24 hours a day to southernmost Illinois, western Kentucky, and northwestern Tennessee over-the-air, and for listeners around the world via
the web. The station presents
in-depth news from its own
news department as well as
the extensive teams of journalists at NPR,the BBC. Amer-

ican Public Media and Public
Radio International. WKMS
broadcasts a wide range of
music, including classical, jazz.
Dixieland, bluegrass, blues,
acoustic progressive, international, new age soul, indie band
and more. WKMS also broadcasts nationally known programs like Car Talk and A
Prairie Home Companion.
WKMS producers consisting of
staff, students and volunteers
create over 2000 hours of news
and music programming annually. including concerts of the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
George Eldred's Commonwealth Classics with music of
the region's concert halls, and
specialty programs like Andy
Smith's Jazzman Show, Dr. Bob
Lochte's The Eisenhower Hour,
Tracy Ross' Beyond the Edge
and Music from the Front Porch
with John McMillen and Mark
Welch. For more information
call 800-599-4737.

Masonic Lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. for a potluck meal at the lodge
hall on Ky. Hwy. 121 North and Robertson Road North, Murray. The meeting will begin at 7:30 p.m. with work in the
Entered Apprentice degree. All members are urged to attend.

Downtown Market Saturday
The Downtown Saturday Market, sponsored by Murray
Main Street and located on Maple Street between 4th and 5th
Streets, is open until noon. Featured will be fresh fruits, vegetables, bakery items, cut flowers, canned goods, and variety
of arts and crafts.

Farmer's Market at Fairgrounds
Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds,
Ky. 121 North, Murray, will now be open on Saturdays from
7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Featured are a large variety of products locally grown and harvested. For more information call the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

CCHS Football Team plans promotion
Calloway County High School Football Team will have a
car wash on Saturday starting at 10 a.m. and ending when the
last car is clean at Captain D's. Any and all donations will
be welcomed and appreciated.

Members of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution are invited to attend the wedding of Sandra Thompson, member, on Saturday at 2 p.m. at
First Christian Church. Group seating will be provided and a
group picture of chapter members with the bride is planned
after the ceremony. All members are invited to also attend the
reception after the wedding ceremony.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

'Pieces' seminar scheduled
Madea Faith Ministries will have a "Pieces" seminar on
Saturday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at First United Methodist Church,
Murray. There is no charge and reservations are not needed.
Refreshments will be served. Madea Faith Erickson, director,
said "Come as you are to all or some of this exciting seminar." For more information e-mail madea@madeafaith.com.

Kerry Vasseur of Hazel celebrated his 50th birthday on
Wednesday.
A dinner was held at Sirloin Stockade with family and
friends attend.
Vasseur is serving as mayor
of Hazel.

Bolen reception will be Saturday
Hot° provided
MEMORIAL EVENT: A tree was planted and duclicated in memory of social worker, Cindy
McElrath, on Monday at the Murray Central Park. In attendance were her family, co-workers
and Calloway County Family Court staff. Pictured from left are her co-workers from the
Calloway and Marshall County DCBS office:Kelly Covington. Renee Vinson, Tammy York, Rita
Daughaday, Andrea Nelson, Jennifer Polo. Tena Phillips, Doris Stowers. Lana Morgan and
Barb Durbin-Gann.

o

1008 Chestnut St
. . NO CHECIIS..

Theta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 12:30 p.m. for the first meeting of the new club
year. "School Children's Needs" will be presented by Barbara
Hendon, Julie Stone, Karen Guthrie. Michelle Hanson and Jan
Wilson of the Murray and Calloway County Family Resource
Centers. Hostesses will be Mary Lawson. Sue Miller and Martha
Enix. Rebecca Rutledge, chairman, urges all members to attend.

DAR members to attend wedding

Vasseur honored
at party on
Wednesday

-

Church fish fry Sunday

•

•

SOULE GOOD Mk SEPT. 1E

penis:iciest'

moviesinmutraybDitt
The Women
PG13 • 1.25 - 3 50 - 6.55 - 9:20

Bangkok Dangerous
R- 1:10 - 3:25 - 7:05 - 9:15
The House Bunny
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 700 - 910
The Family That Preys

CDF'EN FACKASE.
Saturcla, September 15th

P613 • 1 35 • 4:00 - - '- 'l'

SHOWTIMES BEFORE%PM
ON SAT. & SUNS 0141.Y.
Righteous Kill
R- 1:05 - 3:20 - 7:35 - 9:45
Star Wars: Clone Wars
PG - 1:20 - 3:30
Death Race
R - 7:40 - 9:50
Tropic Thunder
R- 12:55 - 3:15 • 7:25 .935
:
S.
: Plorsof ,10irmilloM-Cal17534314 :

Come visit our

newly expanded store and year round cknstmas shop.

A farewell reception for Ross Bolen. director of Playhouse
in the Park, will be Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Playhouse. The
public is urged to attend to give a farewell to Bolen.

League players to be announced
Calloway County High school football team will announce
their little league football players at the home game with Crittenden County High School tonight at Jack Rose Stadium. All
little league players are welcomed and invited to attend and
will be admitted free.

Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be each Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Murray.

Center plans special event
Parents Night Out, sponsored by Universal Kids Center, will
be Friday. Sept. 19, from 6:30 to 11 p.m. For more information or to make reservations e-mail tina@ukcstuff@hotmail.com
by Sept. IS.
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Refreshments Served

BUYING GOLD
PAYING TOP PRICES

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
10:30 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room
look for the sign out front

15%

OFF Entire Purchase

50% OFF Select Items
,,t, of New Purses St Baby Items• Now Carrying Landmark Pictures
400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007
\
Saimpeee.•
.°.."

FIREPROOF:
THE MOVIE
STARTS PHIDAY SEPTEMBER 26th
ADVANCE TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!!!!
FOR SHOW-TIMES PLEASE GO TC THE
CHERI THEATRE WEBSITE

moviosinnsurra .cont

300 Main.St... Hwy. 641 S.
KY
Eirrnir Your

Scrap Gold & COMS

To place an
ad call
753-1916
I.EliGERZi TIMES

Friday, September 12, 2008 • 7A
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ANTISITISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
13,
Sat 900 a in
•-•.(1tititi St 1.oil
Sat 10 15 am
AMMAN
Si MARK'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
Worm id ti whs., Benton KY 421/25
ru. 52f MOM
lb
-roar
1000am
Feast Ito til,101,‘ minuet the Rector 152-3389
APOSTIILIC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10 00 a.m
Tuesday
6.45 p m
Thursday
6:45 p.m
111111.3111LISS OF 11111
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Sunday Evening Worship 600 pm
Wednesday Bible Study
7 00 p m
BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100• m
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p m
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9.45 a m
Morning Services
11.00 a.m
Evening Services
6.00 pm

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2.00 p m
.3rd Sunday
2:00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 a it
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6.00 p in
MOUNT SORES FREEWILL BAPTIST
950 a m
Sunday School
II 00
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 .00• m
600 p m
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
10.00 •.in
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
NEW ?ROVIDENCE
10-00• m
Sunday School
Worahip
11 a.m. & p m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 a m
11 a.m. & 7 p m
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
10,00• m
Sunday School
11.00• m
Preaching
5:30 p in
Prayer Service
6.00 p iii
Church
POPLAR SPRING
10 a in
Sunday School
Worship b:45 am &llam & 6 pm
SALEM BAPTIST
9,30 a m
Sunday School
10.30 a.m. & 6 p m.
Worship
7-00 pm
Wed. Night Bible Study

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Servici•
6.30 pm
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11-00 am
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.

SCOTT'S GROVE
9:45 am.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
600 p.in.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7:00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.•10 p.m
Aw kening

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
WOO a.m
Worship
10 00 a m & 6-00 p.m
Discipleship Training
5-00 p.m

SINKING SPRING
10 am
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Sunday School
10,00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 am
Afternoon Worship
6.00 pm
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7.00 p m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 m 6 30 p.mWorship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a. m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship
11.00 a m & 6:00 p m.
Wednesday
7,00 p.m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday Schiol
9 45 a m.
Worship 8.30 & 10-55 a m. & 6 p m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10-00 am
11-00 am
Morning Worship
6-45 p m
Evening Worship
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday Schisil
9:30 a m
10 45 a m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
930 am
Sunday Schoil
10458 in. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 am & 6 p.m
7pm
Wednesday
HARDIN BAPTIST
8-00, 9.15 & 1030 am
Worship
Sun. Schoola 8:00, 9.15 & 10.30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.00 pm
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1030 a.m & 6,30 ram
Worship
5:30 p.m
Church Training
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
10-00 a in
Sunday School
Worship Service 11,00 a.m. & 6 p.m
7:00 pm
Wednesday
EIRKSEY BAPTIST
1100 a. m
Morning Worship
5,30-730 p m
Awana
5:45 p m
Training Union
6,30 pm
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
10.00 a in.
Sunday School
11 a rn & 6.00 p.m.
Preaching
7:00 pm
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday Sch.,'
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship
7:00 p m
Worship
Wednesday
LOCUST GROVE
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
7,00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

A Labor of Love
Whether it is physical, mental or a
combination of the two, it feels good
to work hard at something that we
are skilled at and enjoy doing. On
the other hand, some tasks are sheer
drudgery or are so difficult that they
frustrate us. When we are doing
something that we truly enjoy and
are good at, we seem to find our own
most unique and true self. Ironically,
we sometimes lose ourselves in our
work. It may happen unexpectedly:
while playing a musical instrument, operating a
machine or writing a poem. In these situations, when
we are doing what we love, it often feels that this is
what we are meant to do, with good reason. God has
a plan for all of us, and part of that plan is finding the
work or vocation that is uniquely suited to us. When
we find it, we will know intuitively that we have
found our life's work. If we haven't found it yet, we
should keep looking and reflect prayerfully on what
our talents are and how we can best put them to good
use. We should remember that we will be happiest
when doing work that we enjoy, that we are good at,
and most importantly, that which benefits others.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am & 6 pm.
Worship
7pm
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

CATENA
ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4,00 p.m.
Saturday Maas
10:30 a.m.
Sunday Mass
ST LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
6-00 p.m
Saturday Mass
Sundav Masses
5am & 11 a.m

ZREISTIAN
AURORA CHRI1371AN
11 a m & 6 p.m
Worship
10 am
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
900 a m
Sunday School
10-15 a.m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9 30 a.tri
Bible School
10-30 a.in
Worship
6 00 p in
Evening Service
MOM SENS MESS
10,30 a.ny
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed 12-3 p.m
7,30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
CIVICS Or GUIST
ALMO CHURCH OF anon
9-00 a m
Bible School
9-50 a m
Morning Worship
6 00 p m
Evening Worship

MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10 00•m
Sunday School
11 00•m
Morning W'or•hip
630 p in
Youth
Service
Wednesday

Thursday Night

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7 00 p in
1000 am
Sunday Morning
7 00 p m
Sunday Evening

PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a m
Sunday School
Worship
11 00 a m

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p in
Sunday
7 p in
Wednesday

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9 30 a in
Worship
II 00 a m
Sunday School

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9 30 a in
Bible School
1130 am & 7 pm
Worship
7pm
Wed Bible Stud)
7 p in
Friday Worship

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a in
Sunday School
10 45 a m
Morning Worship

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I '2 m,let. went r.f. Lynn Grove
10:00• m
Sunday School
10-45 am
Worship
7.30 p m
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Praise and Worship 10 30am & 6 pm
7 p in
Wednesday Family Training
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10,30 a m
7.00 pm
Wednesdays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Sunday School
11,00 a.m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11-00 am
Sunday Morning
6 30 p in
Wednesday Evening
RESELL A

LUTIUU
04/4ANUEL LUTHERAN
900 a.m
Bible Study
10.30 a.m
Worship

R.S.V. 1 Corinthians 3:9

miesurr

aillia•wwwwwwitsew.••••••••1°.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.30 a m.
Sunday School
10-15 am
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 00 p in
700 pm
Wed Bible Study
DEXTER
9:30 a.in.
Sunday School
11330 a.m. & 600 p m
Worship
7.043 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a.m
Bible Study
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10,00 a.m.
Bible Study
10-45 a.m.
Morning Service
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
7 00 p m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-.00 a in
Bible Study
9:50 a. m
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m
Evening Worship
7-00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 00 a.in
Sunday Bible Claw;
10 00 m
Morning Worship
74)31 p rn
Wednesday Night
KIIRILSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10 00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10.50 am
7.00 p.m
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays1
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
1100am
6.00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
9-50 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
9a m
Bible Ciasses
7pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
9,00 a in
Bible Study
10-00 a m. & 600 pin.
Worship
7.00 pm
Wed Bible Study
PLEASANT VALLEY
10.45 a ria
Morning Worship
6.00 p in
Evening Worship

vnyissus

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a-in
Public Talk
10:30 arn
Watchtower Study

For we are fellow workers for God;
you are God's field, God's building.

9.30 a.m.
11 am

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sundsy School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p in
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7,00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
6,00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a m.
Sunday School
Worship
10.30 a.m. K. 6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Saturday Celebration Service 7 pm
Wednesday Spiritual Training 7 pm
Wed Praise, Worship & Altar 8 p m

SECOND STREET
10.45 a in.
Morning Worship
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
5 am.9 am.& 6 pm
Worship
10 15 a.m
Bible Study
7 pm
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10.50 a m
Morning Worship
6,00 p in
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9-00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10.00 a m & 5,00 pm.
Worrhio
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10,50 a.m
6-00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9,00 a.m.
Morning
600 p.rn.
Evening
Wt.:I,. .41,1.
7.00 p m
CIVICS OF NS'S CINNIT
If LATINS NW SAWS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10.00 a m
Sunday Priesthood
11 10 a m
Sunday School
12 10 pm
Sacrament Meeting
EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10 30 a m
Worship
9:00 a m
Sunday School
12,00 pm
Tuesday
ININIPENIIENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNTTY CHURCH
Worship Sunda,
10 30 sin
Children's Sunday School '1 00 a m
FREEDOM HOUSE
10-00 am
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10:00 a in
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 600 p.m

BETHEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School
6-00 p.m.
2nd & 4th Sun Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10-00 a in
Sunday School
1104)• m
Morning Worship
Night
6-00 p m
lot & 3rd Sun
COLD WATER
10,00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8:50 a.m.
Worship Service
9,50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
Contemporary Service
900 am
10.00 a in
Bible Study
11,00 am
Regular Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 a.m
Worship
9:50 a.m
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10.00 ain
Sunday School
Worship Service
11,00 8.m
GOSHEN METHODIST
9.00 a in
Morning Worship
10.00 a in
Sunday School
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11 00 a m
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNTTED
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 00• m
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
9 30 a.m
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9.00 a m
Worship Service
10.30 a.m
Sunday School

TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9 00 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AIME CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a in
Morning Service
11.00 a in
PIAUI=
MURRAY CHURCH
945 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6-00 p in
Evening Worship
6-30 p in
Wednesday Worship
PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10-00 a no
Sunday School
Church
11 00 a m & 6 00 p.m.
7 00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10,00 •.m.
Sunday School
11,00 a.m.
Worship Service
500 p.m.
Sunday Night
7.00 pm.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m. & 6.30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 73)0 pm
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
1000 am
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UFC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11,00 am
Worship
7-00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10:00 a m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6-00 p in
Saturday Evening
10-30 a m & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UMTED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p in
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a in
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHM/311AR CENTER
10-00 a m
Sunday School
10.50am &fipm
Worship
7pm
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Service

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
930 a.m
Sunday School
10-45 a.m
Worship
LIBERTY CUMBERIAND
10:00 arn
Sunday School
11-00 a in
Worship Service
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10:00 am
Sunday School
11.00 am
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
10-00 a in.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m.
Worship Service

uhrrrY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a in
Sunday School
1100 am & 630 pm
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
— Phil. 4:13

Honor your father & your mother,

so that you may live long in the
land the Lord your God is giving
you.
— Exo. 20:12
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READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

753-3540

East Main Street
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SINCE 1944
11-4

Office Technology Specialists
14100-85R-0492
1393 State Route 45 North

Our tiltptrt-omit is Open
'Ini bit 8-4:30
612 s `1111 St
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n CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO. Hear the right, 0 Lord, attend
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Thornton Tile,and Marble
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Our Family Is Here To
Help Yours.
1707 VV. Main • Murray •379-753-1962

Cain's44

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
the faith.
kept
0
CHRYSLER*000G&JEEP 11
-- 2 71mothy 4:7
400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY • 753-6448
VAvw vain.

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8
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with Church
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unto my cry, give ear unto my
prayer, that goeth not out of
feigned lips.
— Psalm 17:1

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
208 S.6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-9500

And if1 go and prepare a place for
you, I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
— John 14:3
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ChurchBulletins
have
Variou, ,hurches
released int()omition concerning
[twit worship services for the
:pining weekend as follows:
First Baptist: Dr. Henry
Webb. pastor. will speak about
l'he Power of God's Word"
.4 the 8:30 and 10:55 a.m.
worship services ad also speak
.(6 p.m. worship service. Also
Ron Cummings of the Gideons
give his testimony at both
looming services. Kent Jackspn is music director with Mar.7ret Wilkins and Lucretia Jackson as accompanists. assisted
10 the Praise Team. The sanetgary choir will sing "Amazing Love" and Gale Vinson
will sing a solo, "Written in
Red" at the second service. Josie
Callahan. interim co- director
of preschool & children, will
give the children's sermon at
both services. Assisting will be
Boyd Smith. associate pastor
of students. Joe Rowland and
Richard Jones, deacons of the
week. Gary Garth and Wilma
Beatty. Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m. and a contemporary praise and worship service for college students and
young adults will be in The
NET building at 8 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist:
Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship service with Tom Villaflor as his
assistant. Marlene Beach and
Linda Palmer will serve as
greeters and Elizabeth and
Nicholas Brunn as acolytes.
('hildren's church will be directed by Pat Brunn. April Arnold
will direct the choir with Pat
Brunn. Renee Doyle and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10:15
a.m. with Tim Chaney as superintendent. The disciple Bible
Study and the Goshen-Kirksey
youth will meet at Kirksey
United Methodist Church at 6
p.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
kr.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Bro. Jeff Prater is minister of music with Misty
Williams and Kathy Thweatt
as accompanists. Bro. Prater and
the choir will sing "Only By
Your Grace" at the morning
services. Assisting will be Ron
James. Sunday School report.
Bill Dale. deacon of the week,

and Joe Dale Curd, deacon
yokefellow. Sunday School will
be at 9:41) a.m.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about"Going Out
in God's Name- with scnpture from Matthew 28:16-20
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. The Hebrew scripture will
be Deuteronomy 4:32-40. Todd
E. Hill is music director with
Lee Kem as pianist. Assisting
will be Marcie Johnson, liturgist: Sallie Guy for Moment
for Stewardship: Juli McClain.
Stephanie and Liz McClain.
Caroline Caudill and Chris
Bowers, ushers. Sunday School
will be at 9:30 a.m. and Korean Worship at 4 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister.
will speak about "Defining
Neighbor" with scripture from
Luke 10:25-29 at the 9 a.m.
worship service and about "Sing
Hallelujah to The Lord!" with
scripture from Psalm 149:1 at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Also assisting will be Todd
Walker, associate minister and
song leader. Gary Evans,
involvement minister, Nick
Hutchens, youth minister, Allen
McKeel, Rick McKenzie, Jay
Simmons. Walter Lee Steely.
Bill Nix, Mike Morgan, Steve
Spiceland. Tim Stark and Arvis
Thorn. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor. will
speak about "The Cross: The
World's Most God-forsaken
Man" with scripture from
Matthew 27:27-46 at the 10:30
a.m. worship service and about
"The Faithful Christian & the
Word of God" with scripture
from Matthew 13:1-23 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Tommy
Scott is music director. The
choir will sing "Amazing
Grace" with Amy Cox as
soloist, and April Alexander will
have special music at the morning hour and Jackie West will
present special music at the
evening hour. Assisting will be
Danny Cunningham and David
Smotherrnan, deacons of the
week. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. Shelly Harris is
minister to preschool and children.
of
Church
University

Join Madea Faith Ministriesfor the

"Pieces" Seminar

Christ: Charley Bazzell. minister. will speak about "Conduct Unbecoming a Saint: Ungodliness" with scripture from
James 4:13-15 at the 10 a.m.
worship service and Richard
Youngblood. minister, will
speak about "The Power of
Faith" with scripture from
Matthew 17:14-21 at the 5 p.m.
worship service. Danny Claiborne will be worship leader
and Roy Hawkins is youth
director. Also assisting will be
Jim Feltner. David Taylor and
Tommy Reid. Bible classes will
be at 9 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Barry Henson will speak
about "Holes in the Roof— with
scripture from Mark 2:1-12 at
the Early Light service at 8:45
a.m, and at the traditional worship service at 11 a.m. Dr.
Pam Wurgler is music director and pianist and Joan Bowker is organist. The choir will
sing "Praise The Lord, Ye Heavens Adore Him" with Grant
Jones playing the trumpet at
the second service. Acolytes
will be Jordan Nagy and Bailey Kennedy with Erika Nagy
as acolyte parent. Kristen Shepard will give the children's
message at both services. Also
assisting at the services will
be Holly Bloodworth, Jennifer
Van Waes, Gale Corneison,
Worth Shemwell, Gary Vacca,
Sid Easley and Randy Black.
First Christian: Kyle Harris. guest speaker, will speak
about "We Wish to See Jesus"
with scripture from John 12:2033 at the 10:15 a.m. worship
service. Mark Dycus is choir
director with Donnie Hendrix,
organist. Judith Hill, pianist,
and Julie Warner, instrumentalist. Assisting will be Chuck
Jones, worship leader, Don
Chamberlain and Mike Ridley.
elders, and Billie Burton,
Melanie Dawson, Carmen Garland, David Robinson, Chuck
Jones and Mitzi Parker, diaconate.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist: Bro. Alan Trull,
pastor, will speak about "Rowing, But Not Getting Nowhere"
with scripture from Romans
1:13-17 at the 11 a.m. worship service. The choir will
sing "Spirit Song" with Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt,
accompanists. Frank Coles will

2008

Fall

First United Methodist Church

Each Monday Night
September 15- December 1
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Murray, Kentucky

Come as you are to all or some ofthis exciting
emotionally charged seminar.
This is the first time in many years a seminar of this
nature has been offered in Murray at no cost.

- Everyone is Welcome —
Refreshments will be served.
No Reservations Needed.

Subjects & Instructors:
Genesis #2 - Johnny Polk
Parables of Christ - Robert Meredith

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
39$0 Murray Pans Road
Kozel, KY 49049
Phone (270)4924906
Web greenplain.org

Vint umnamatirafaith.com for mote
information about Matted Faith Ministrir.. Inc

11 Ad

•See Page 9A

±,\ Green Plain School
\?•-.' of Biblical Studies

Saturday, September 13, 2008
9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

ii

be worship leader and Larry
Chnsman and Johnny Underwood will be ushers. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel United Methodist:
Bro. Alan Trull, pastor, will
speak about "Rowing, But Getting No Where" with scripture
from Romans /:/3-/7 at the
9:45 a.m. worship service. Children's Church will be by Johnna Nance. Toni Jones is accompanist. J.W. Jones is worship
leader and adult teacher. Sunday School will follow the
morning worship service. A
picnic lunch will be served at
noon.
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
and also present special music
at the 10:45 a.m. worship service. Henry Nance is music director with Sherry Former, Oneida White and Kathy Garrison
as accompanists. Eddie Morris
will give the children's sermon. Micah Sugg is youth
director. Assisting will be Walter Bell, Teddy Futrell. Hal
Orr and Phil McCuiston, ushers. Sunday School will be
9:30 a.m."Worship in the Park"
will be at the courthouse pavilion at Central Park with fellowship to start at 4 p.m.. meal
at 5 p.m. and worship service
with Bro. Dean Cook, pastor
of Oak Grove Baptist Church,
speaking and music by The
Dills. Persons are asked to
bring their lawn chairs.
North Pleasant Grove
Presbyterian:
Cumberland
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about "Seeing The
Lord's Delivery" with scripture from Exodus 14:19-31 at
the 11 a.m. worship service.
Camme Cain will be song leader
with Margaret Boyd as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist: Pastor
Brad Burns will continue his
sermon about "Identity Theft"
as it relates to the Christian
life at the 10 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m. and worship at 6
p.m.
Calvary Temple: Rev. Darrell Young, pastor, will continue the series on "The Ten
Commandments" with scripture
from the book of Exodus at

Cs
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greenplainOgreenplain org
1 mill off lirry. 641
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Locust Grove Baptist Church
Revival and Renewal 2008 With Bro. Mark Mohler

Bro. Mark Mohler and family

Locust Grove Church will hear
Bro. Mohler speak at revival
Locust Grove Baptist Church will have revival services start:
ing Sunday and continuing through Wednesday.
Bro. Mark Mohler will be the speaker for the services at
11 .a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through
Wednesday.
His sermon topics for Sunday will be "Do You Relly Know.
Him" with scripture from John 5:39 at the morning service
and about "The Unpardonable Sin: What Is It?" at the evening
service.
Special music will be presented at the services. The choif
special Sunday morning will be "Everlasting God" and at the
evening service will be "You Raise Me Up."
Bro. Ryker Wilson, pastor, invites the public to attend any
or all of the services.

In our

CHURCHES
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church plans anniversary event
Forty years ago on Sept. 22, 1968, the first worship service was held at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church, 84
Cherry Corner Rd., Murray.
The members from New Hope Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy.
121 South, and Sulphur Springs Methodist Church. located in
New Concord, voted to unite their congregations in 1967. Rev..
Johnson Easley was the first pastor at Good Shepherd Church.
and was instrumental in uniting these two churches.
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of those first services
friends and relatives are invited to attend the homecoming celebration on Sunday, Sept. 22, with Sunday School at 10 a.m.,
worship service at 11 a.m., and catered lunch at 12:30 p.m..
There will be photos and videos to view before and during
the lunch period.
This will be a great opportunity to renew old friendships
and to create some new ones. Persons air invited to share
your favorite memory or story and maybe share some pictures.
In order to get a fairly accurate count for the catered lunch.
persons planning to attend are asked to call 436-5540 or 4365581 by Tuesday, Sept. 16.

Hazel Church of Christ
plans homecoming
Hazel Church of Christ will have its homecoming on Sunday.
Bill Dillon will be the speaker at the worship services at
9:50 a.m. and 1 p.m. Bible Study will be at 9 a.m.
Lunch will be served after the morning worship service.
The public is invited to attend this special event.

Coldwater and Lynn Grove
Churches plan revival
Coldwater and Lynn Grove United Methodist Churches will
have revival services each Sunday in September at the Lynn
Grove Church, located just north of Lynn Grove.
The service will begin at 7 p.m. after a meal is served ati
6 p.m.
Speakers will be John Smithmier. pastor of Massac umq
in McCracken County on Sunday; Youth Night with Ron Beaton on Sunday. Sept. 21: Robert Jetton. pastor of South Pleasant Grove UMC. on Sunday. Sept. 28.
Bro. Tim Palmer, pastor, and the churches invite the public to attend these special services

YOU ARE INVITED!

Bro. Mark Mohler grew up in Calloway County and pastored at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. He has been preaching for 10 years, and is married to Shawna Mohler.
They have two children, Garret and Emma.

Hazel Church of Christ

Beginning Sunday a.m. Sept. 14th through
Wednesday p.m. Sept. 17th!!
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Call 753-9550 or email pastoroflocustgrovemurray@ethixs.com
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September 14, 2008
Bill Dillon, Speaker
Bible Study 9:00 a.m. - Morning Worship 9:50 a.m.
Afternoon Worship 1:00 p.m.
Lunch will be served after morning worship.
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Bishops criticize Biden's
statements about abortion
By The Associated Press
Two prominent U.S. Catholic bishops said
Tuesday that Democratic vice presidential nominee Joe Biden contradicted church teaching
by saying in a weekend interview that determining when human life begins is a "personal and private" matter of religious faith he
would not impose on others.
The statement from Cardinal Justin Rigali
and Bishop William Lori said Biden, who
appeared Sunday on NBC's "Meet the Press,"
is the latest case of the U.S. Catholic hierarchy correcting a Catholic politician.
Asked on the program about when life
begins, Biden said: "Look, 1 know when it
begins for me. It's a personal and private issue.
For me. as a Roman Catholic, I am prepared
to accept the teachings in my church."
He added that while he believes life begins
"at the moment of conception," it would inappropriate to impose that view on others in a
pluralistic society.
The bishops said Biden was right to say
human life begins at conception: But the church
"does not teach this as matter of faith; it
acknowledges it as a matter of objective fact,"
they said.
"Protection of innocent human life is not
an imposition of personal religious conviction
but a demand of justice," they added.
A spokesman for Biden did not immediately respond Tuesday to requests for comment.
Rigali, of Philadelphia, is chairman of the
U.S. bishops' Committee on Pro-Life Activities. Lori, of Bridgeport, Conn., is chairman
of the bishops' Committee on Doctrine.
Last month, a chorus of bishops issued statements scolding Democratic House Speaker Nancy
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Pictured are Joyce and Darryl Rezac with their sponsored child in Honduras

Murray couple visits sponsored child
Sea. lee Olden
Democratic Vice-Presidential Candidate
Pelosi for misstating Catholic teaching about
when life begins in defense of her support for
abortion rights. She accepted an invitation to
meet privately with San Francisco Archbishop
George Niederauer, the bishop of her home
diocese, to discuss the matter.

Joyce and Darryl Rezac from
St. Leo Parish in Murray just
returned from a mission awareness trip with CFCA (Christian Foundation For the Children and Aged) to visit Marcos David, their sponsored child
in Honduras.
"Not only did we see poverty at its worst, we did witness how our $30/mo has
improved the life of Marcos

and his entire family over the ily an opportunity to live a
eight years that we have been dignified life, become self-sussponsoring him. We were more taining and break the cycle of
impressed on how our invest- poverty.
"We are suggesting every
ment gets the families involved
in helping themselves and oth- family pray and consider sponsoring a child or aged perers in the program.
"Our sponsorship provides son."
Visit www.cfcausa.org to see
basic necessities such as food,
clothing, medical and dental how CFCA is helping children
care, spiritual guidance and and the aged in over 25 counmuch more. It gives the fam- tries.

Group offering money for Jewish families to re-locate
DOTHAN, Ala. (AP) —
Larry Blumberg is looking for
a few good Jews to move to
his corner of the Bible Belt.
Blumberg is chairman of an
organization offering Jewish
families as much as $50,000
to relocate to Dothan, an overwhelmingly Christian town of
58,000 that calls itself the
Peanut Capital of the World.
Get involved at Temple EmanuEl and stay at least five years,
the group's leaders say, and
the money doesn't have to be
repaid.
More Jews are living in the
South than ever — about
386,000 at last count in 2001,
according to Stuart Rockoff,
at
the
a
historian
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute
of Southern Jewish Life in Jackson, Miss. But young Jews are
leaving small places like
Dothan in favor of cities like
Atlanta and Birmingham, Rockoff said, and dozens of smalltown synagogues have closed.
"A lot of the older people
have died, and not many of
the younger ones have stayed,"
said Thelma Nomberg, a member of the Dothan temple who
grew up in nearby Ozark, where
she was the only Jewish student in public school in the
1940s. "We are dying."

Being outside the Christian
majority was never a problem,
Nomberg said, even six decades
ago: She won the Miss Ozark
beauty pageant at 14 and sometimes attended church with
friends after sleep-overs.
Now a widow, Nomberg has
watched two of her four adult
children leave for Florida as
Temple Emanu-El lost nearly
half its membership, down to
about 50 families. She can
only hope the recruitment plan
hatched by Blumberg Family
Jewish Community Services of
Dothan works for her synagogue.
Launched in June, the Blumberg program has put advertisements in Jewish newspapers in Boston, Miami, Providence, R.I., and Wasnington,
and it plans to expand the
campaign.
"I think it's important that
we try to find young people
that we could use in our religious school,our Sunday school
and help in the way of trying
to create more of a familytype atmosphere in our temple," Blumberg said.
Groups offered financial aid
for Jews to return to New
Orleans after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, and Jewish organizations around the country
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offer moving assistance for
relocating families. A congregation has loans and other benefits for Jewish families moving into an area near Boston.
"Our program is distinctive
because it's Dothan, but it's also
distinctive because of the type
of financial assistance," said
Rob Goldsmith, executive
director of Blumberg Family
Jewish Community Services,
which will screen applicants
and administer the grant program.
Trying to lure Jewish families to a quiet Southern town
in a state with a reputation
for hard-right politics and racial
intolerance might be difficult.
About 20 Jewish families have
about
sought information
Dothan, though none has made
the move.
Rockoff credits Blumberg
and the rest of the congregation with fighting to remain
in Dothan, where the synagogue
has a full-time rabbi and the
temple, which is aligned with
the reform movement, hasn't
missed having a Friday night
service in decades.
"It is a small community,
but they have some deep pockets to be able to do this," said
Rockoff. "As a historian it is
fascinating to see them trying

to buck this trend."
Dothan lies at the heart of
the South's peanut region, in
Alabama's southeastern corner
just minutes from Florida and
Georgia. It's dotted with big
fiberglass ,peanuts painted to
resemble characters and people — there's even an Elvis
peanut.
Little things are big here:
The city boasts what it calls
the world's smallest city block,
a triangular traffic island near
the civic center.
But Blumberg's group is
selling prospective Jewish residents on Dothan's quality of
life — its low cost of living,
the heritage of its synagogue
and its proximity to Florida
beaches, about 80 miles away.
The city is the site of the
down-home National Peanut
Festival each fall, and it has
a full schedule of community
cultural events. It has two hospitals, a branch of Troy Uni-

versity and is just a short drive
from Fort Rucker, the Army's
main helicopter training base.
Downtown is filled with
quaint red-brick buildings and
colorful murals, and traffic
never gets too bad on Ross
Clark Circle, the perimeter
clad.
'We have Friday afternoon
rush minute, and that's about
it," said manufacturing executive Ed Marblestone, 69, who
grew up Jewish in Texas but
married a Dothan girl and has
lived in the town since 1961.
Valerie Barnes grew up in
Panama and moved several
times before settling 20 years
ago in Dothan and becoming
active at the synagogue. She's
never experienced any antiSemitism and can't imagine
living anywhere else.
"The biggest thing Dothan
has to offer is that it's just a
very family-oriented commu-

•Bulletins ...
From Page 8A
the 11 a.m. worship service
and will speak at the 6:30
service. Wes Young will be
worship leader and Bro. Tom
Clendenen will make the

announcements. Jackie turner
is in charge of children's church
for ages 4-10 at II a.m. Sunday School for all ages will
be at 10 a.m.
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky

nay," said Barnes, who directs
a hospital foundation. "Our
congregation is very vibrant,
and we have a lot of things
that we get involved in."
Rabbi Lynne Goldsmith didn't know quite what to expect
when she moved to Dothan a
year ago to lead the congregation at Temple Emanu-El,
which was founded in 1929.
She came with her husband,
who directs the Jewish community services group.
A Connecticut native, the
rabbi halfway expected the
Alabama of old with wideopen racism and dirt roads.
"The Northeast has a really warped perception of what
the South is all about. and I
found out it was all wrong,"
she said. "The South is a wonderful place to be. The people are warm and friendly.
There's very little traffic. And,
best of all, there's no snow.":
•

•
Cunningham, pastor, will speale
at the 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.:
and 6 p.m. worship services.:
Sunday School is conductect
during the each of the morn-:
ing period worship times.

Murray's Ilest Kept Secret....

Wotcrn .hefijacts.17110tand restivat

ice.

September 13th. 2008 • 9.00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. Nlurray Central Park
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ved at
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Beat
Pleas

Make a Date
for Dinner...
With Your Family.

WORSHIP IN THE PARK
Courthouse Pavilion
(new city park)

Sunday, September 14, 2008
hosted by

pub-

Eating dinnerfrequently with
your children reduces their risk
ofsubstance abuse.

Grace Baptist Church
Fellowship starts at 4 p.m.• Meal at 5 p.m.• Worship Service at 6 p.m.
Speaker will be Bro. Dean Cook pastor of Oak Grove Baptist

Family Day is
Monday, September 22nd.
Music by

The Dills
Bro. Sammy Cunningham, pastor of Grace Baptist
invites the community to join in this special time of worship.
Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention

For more information call the church office at 753-7599
BRING 'YOUR LAWN CHAIRS

COMICS / FEATURES
Different political views
bring on family's scorn
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IsokingBack
10 years ago
Published IS a picture of ses.enth grade students at Murray
Middle School watching Stephanie
Finch play a Sprit Week game
when all students wore pajamas
to school The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Robin and Casey Preston and
a girl to Barbara and James Like,
Sept 1 a boy to Ehzabeth and
Douglas Powell, a boy to Charity and Steve Sanders and a girl
to Wendy and James S. N1cDuffie.
Sept. 8, a boy to Chene and Bnan
Darnall. Sept 9
20 years ago
Tina Smith, 27. New Concord,
died Sept. II from injuries sustained when struck by a car on
Tennessee Hwy. 119 near Paris
Landing State Park, according to
the Tennessee Highway Patrol,
Larry Dunn, local artist, has a
display of his works at the Calloway County Public Library
through this month.
Rock and Roll Musician Eddie
Money will present a concert on
Sept. 13 at the Murray State University Lovett auditonum.
Murray State University Racers lost 16-13 to Southeast Missouri in a football game at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Gary
Brockway playing the banjo during the kick-off party for Murray
Civic Music Association held
aboard the Princess tour boat. Also
pictured are Libby Hart, Dr. James
Han and Margaret Porter. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Gene
McCutcheon.
Mel Purcell of Murray won 61. 6-0 over Roger Barthioume in
the finals of the Kentucky Hard
Courts Championship held at Murray State University Tennis Complex.
Mr. and Mrs. Corbet C. Farless will be married 50 years Sept.
IS.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of CPT

William P Dailea. and FSG Billie Bazzell, both of Murray and
both of Company D, 3rd Battalion - 398th 2nd Bngade of Kentucky's 100th Di vision Training)
United States Army, taking time
out to try out an M-1132 armored
personnel carrier, a vehicle used
extensively in Vietnam. at Fort
Jackson, S.C.
Murray Board of Realtors has
selected Ray Roberts as "Realtor
of the Year for l968"
Veteran Murray High School
Coach Ty Holland was speaker at
a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club.
50 years ago
Calloway County has another
first with the first gas fired sorghum
cooker which was installed by
Kengas Company on the Preston
Boyd farm on Ky. Hwy. 121 North.
Pvt, Robert E. Rickman. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Rickman of Murray, has completed basic
training at Fort Dix, N.J.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Vance and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Cavitt.
William M. Boyd of Peoples
Bank. Murray, has completed his
course of study and is a graduate of School of Banking at the
University of Wisconsin at Madison.
60 years ago
Members of the Calloway County High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America will
exhibit dairy animals at the Kentucky State Fair, Louisville, this
year for the first time. Exhibiting
will be Frank Hill, student of
Hazel High School. Felix Darnell,
student of Lynn Grove High School
and Jack Mayfield, student of Murray Training School.
Prof. Fred Schultz, 59. died
Sept. 12 at his home on Farmer
Avenue. He was assistant director
of education at Murray State College.
Rev. Leslie Gilbert is serving
as pastor of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.

DEAR ABBY: I have come
to dread family gatherings. My
extended family holds a different political perspective than
I. It seems like at every occasion they sit around and
expound on the good points
of their canor
didate
elected official, while
belittling the
opposition
and ridiculing his or
her supporters. I have
tried on several
occaBy Abigail
sions
to
Van Buren
change the
subject or tell them I don't
hto discuss politics, to no
avail.
Recently at a family party,
I sat down with some relatives I hadn't seen in a long
time in an effort to reconnect.
They soon began their political bashing. I excused myself
to go to the bathroom, only
to discover that while I was
gone they had discussed my
political leanings. When I
attempted to go to another
room, a relative asked whom
was voting for. I said my
vote was a private matter -and the statement prompted
peals of laughter in the room.
I would really like to spend
time with my family, but with
the elections coming up, I feel
the need to avoid them. Please
assist me on how to handle
this. -- NO POLITICS (OR
RELIGION) PLEASE, IN
CALIFORNIA

Dear Abby

Todayinlilstory
In 1977, South African black
student leader Steven Biko died
while in police custody, triggering an international outcry.
In 1992, the space shuttle
Endeavour blasted off, carrying
with it Mark Lee and Jan Davis,
the first married couple in space:
Mae Jemison, the first black woman
in space. and Mamoru Mohri, the
first Japanese citizen to fly on a
U.S. spaceship.
Ten years ago: The White House
responded to Kenneth Starr's
graphic report on President Clinton by calling it a "hit-and-ran
smear campaign." Leaders of striking pilots at Northwest Ail lines
ratified a new contract, ending a
walkout that began Aug. 28.
Sammy Sosa of the Chicago Cubs
became the fourth player in major
league baseball history to reach
60 homers in a single season.

for the Sudeten Germans in
By The Associated Press
Today is Fnday, Sept. 12, the Czechoslovakia.
In 1943, German paratroopers
256th day of 2008. There are 110
took Benito Mussolini from the
days left in the year.
hotel where he was being held
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 12, 1958, the U.S. by the Italian government.
In 1953, Massachusetts Sen.
Supreme Court, in Cooper v. Aaron,
unanimously ruled that Arkansas John F. Kennedy married Jacqueofficials who were resisting pub- line Lee Bouvier in Newport. R.I
In 1958, the science-fiction
lic school desegregation orders
could not disregard the high court's movie "The Blob," starring Steve
McQueen — billed as "Stevenrulings.
-- was released.
On this date:
In 1960, Democratic presidenIn 1609, English explorer Henry
Hudson sailed up the river that tial candidate John F. Kennedy
addressed questions about his
now bears his name.
In 1918. during World War I. Roman Catholic faith, telling a
U.S. forces led by Gen. John J. Southern Baptist group in HousPershing launched a successful ton, "I do not speak for my church
attack on the Gennan-occupied St. on public matters, and the church
Mihiel salient north of Verdun, does not speak for me."
Its 1974, Emperor Haile Selassie
France.
- In 1938, Adolf Hitler demand- was deposed by Ethiopia's milied the nght of self-determination tary after ruling for 58 years.
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Seek alternative forms
of pain management
DEAR DR.GOTT:As a chronic sufferer of sciatica and lowerback pain, I am always searchmg for nonsurgical and nondrug
forms of relief. I've recently come
across information on prolotherapy and Feldenkrais Movement
I
Therapy.
have a friend
who says the
Feldenk rats
been
has
miraculous in
relieving her
back
many
probpain
lems. Can you
tell me anything about
treatthese
ments? Have
By
any of your
Dr. Peter Gott readers found
with
help
them'
DEAR READER: There are
numerous therapy methods available that are based on body movement. Some of the more common
ones include tai chi, yoga and
the Alexander Technique, which
uses a combination of verbal
instructions and light touch, focusing on alignment of the spine,
primarily between the head and
neck. It is commonly used on
people with posture problems.
Prolotherapy therapy involves
injecting a sugar solution into
painful tendons and ligaments. The
normal course takes between six
and 10 sessions, sometimes requiring multiple injections during those
sessions. Any pain experienced is
mild and temporary'. The procedure is intended to stimulate the
pmduction of connective tissue, but
studies report conflicting evidence
for effectiveness in treating chronic back pain unless the injections
are combined with a program of

DEAR NO P. OR R.: The
surest way is to avoid them
until all the votes are counted, after which they'll be so
weary of politics that you won't
be bothered again -- until the
next election.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 25year-old woman who moved
in with a friend, "Natasha,"
who is also 25, after her
boyfriend of seven years kicked
her out three months ago.
One of the conditions of
my moving in was that I'd get
to use her car for work and
errands because I'd be moving out of my mother's house
and had shared Mom's car.
Well, I accidentally spilled
a drink in Natasha's car while
was using it, and she revoked
my privilege to drive it. I'm
looking for a car of my own,
but I have already spent a
great deal of money to move
in with Natasha and help her
in her time of need.
I understand that the car is
Natasha's property, and she can
do with it as she pleases. But
I'm concerned that she went
back on her word so quickly
into our living situation. She
has now started leaving me
nasty, belittling little notes and
is scathing with her choice of
words. She refuses to talk to
me and will communicate with
me now only through writing.
I'd like to take the high road.
but I'm having a hard time
finding it.
Until now, I enjoyed living
with her, and I don't want to
end our arrangement. How can
I have backbone hut still be
a good friend and roommate'?
-- STRANDED IN A SMALL
TOWN IN ILLINOIS
DEAR
STRANDED:
Because of the way your roommate is acting, it may not be
possible. While I can understand Natasha being upset about
the drink you spilled in her
car, it appears she has gone a
Little over the top -- unless
there are other things about
you that also make her angry.
(Was the vehicle cleaned to
after the
her satisfaction
mishap?)
It would be helpful if you
could have a frank, face-toface discussion. You need to
hear what's on her mind, minus
the nastiness. If she is unwilling, then you should look for
other living arrangements as
soon as possible.
P.S. Wouldn't it be interesting if the reason for her change
in attitude is a desire to reunite
with her boyfriend?

Dr. Gott

exercise and spinal manipulation
From all reports. more research
is necessary to determine whether
prolotherapy is successful in the
treatment of chronic lower-back
pain.
Feldenkrais involves a series
of exercises through simple, painfree movements. The two-part
series Involves lessons in movement provided by a teacher an group
•
sessions and individual hand
sessions guided by a practitta: .
Recent studies indicate the prac•
tice may be useful for neck and
shoulder pain and anxiety. Since
your complaint as sciatica and
lower-back pain, this choice might
not be the most appropriate one
for you.
Both nonsurgical alternatives
you have suggested would not be
in your best interests. Initially.
make an appointment with your
primary-care physician. Explain
that you prefer not to becorrie
involved with drugs or surgeri.
Ask whether you have any phys.
Mal condition that woald prevent
you from seeking alternative help.
If X-rays or other testing are in
order, begin there. Then, depending oil test results, your next step
is to request a referral to either
a chiropractor, the physical-therapy department of your local hospital, a sports-medicine specialist
or a nearby pain clinic.
Consider a second opinion.
learn your options, and pert,
begin a regimen of light exeri
under the guidance of a trained
therapist. I admire you for considering options other than drugs
and surgery You're already on
the right track.
To give you related infonnalion, I am sending you a cops.
of my Health Report "Managing
Chronic Pain."

CatractBridge
Bidding Quiz
Your partner opens One laamond, both sides vulnerable, and the
next player bids One Spade. What
would you bid with each of the following four hands?
1.•KJ7 V A96•Q83•AQ74
2.•62•.18•KQ952 KQ63
I.•85•AQ.14•Q7•KJ852
4.•A4 17•AQJ62•KQ102
•••
I. Three notnimp. This is the
most descriptive hid you can make.
The jump to three notrump, whether
an opponent intervenes or not, shows
a balanced hand, usually 4-3-3-3,
with scattered strength and 16 or 17
high-card points. To that extent, three
notrump is a slam try. When the hid
is made after a suit overcall by an
opponent. the notrump hid also indicates ai. least one stopper in the
opposing suit.
2. 11m clubs. Your hand is not
quite strong enough for a jump-raise
to three diamonds, which would
commit your side to game,and is too
strong for a simple two-diamond hid,
which would not be forcing and
could result in missing a game.
In these situations, where your values lie midway between a single and
double raise, the hest approach is to
hid a side suit first, planning to sup-

port partner's sun later, this allows
your side to stop under game when
partner has a minimum opening bid.
3. Two clubs. !fere there is obviously a very good chance for game,
but where it lies is at this moment
uncertain. The best approach under
the circumstances is to try to describe
your hand to partner :is accurately as
possible, and this can best be done by
beginning with a two-club response.
You plan to bid hearts at your next
turn, and in that way identify a holding of four hearts and at least live
clubs. This will hopefully put partner
in position to determine the best final
contract.
4. Two spades. There is a good
chance for slam, but you don't have
the values to undertake it unilaterally. The best way to apprise partner
of the slam prospects is by means ot
a cuehid. This indicates first-round
spade contrail and implies good diamond support, which you certainly.
have.
flow the bidding continues
depends largely on partner's reaction
to the cuehid. If he keeps bidding in
minimum terms, you would reluctantly has e to sent*: for less than
slam. But if he shows any interest at
all, you should not stop short of six.

Tomorrow: A multilayered tale.
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SNAP!

!

ONE
MORE

1 Pricey car logo
4 Exercise target
8 Urban map
12 Broadcast
13 Molten rock
14 Trey! Fountain
coins
15 Lemonade
stretchers
(2 +Ards
17 Wrist bone
18 Road oivisions
19 500 sheets
21 I knew
23 Ache for
27 Game officials
30 Wet down
33 Twist the truth
34 Fishing rod
35 Nose-bag bit
36 — amandine
37 Sock filler
38 Pita treat
39 Pay attention
40 Nash of
humorous
poems
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Irritate
Requirement
As much as
(2 wds )
28 Type
of synthesizer
29 Begged
31 Trireme mover
32 Load cargo
36 Tender sprig
38 Lion's quarry
41 Inspecting
43 Stratosphere
layer
45 Cheat sheet
46 TV chef
Graham -48 Tide type
49 Fitzgerald or
Raines
50 Applied henna
51 Actress
— Wray
52 Ms Hagen
of films
53 'Garfield' guy
55 — tai cocktail
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Pos.
WR
LT
LG

4441k

AG
AT
TE
WR
QB
RB
WR
WR
LT
LG
RG
AT
TE
WR
GB
RB
WR
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of six.

Player
HE
Daniel Ard
6-5
Enc °melte
6-3
Andrew Fogg
5-11
Quinton Hankins
5-10
Vincent Rivers
6-2
Stephen Hun
6-5
DeAngelo Nelson
6-1
Marcus Hams
6-1
Chns Franklin
6-0
Charlie Jordan
5-8
Ja-Vonta Trotter
5-10
Sir ',sr) Ti Am
DeAngelo Nelson
6-1
NathanPartain
6-3
Raymond Hopson
6-2
Fthett Brooks
6-2
Raymond Hopson
6-2
Chns Barry
6-5
Zech Knight
6-0
Patnck Robertson
6-2
Nico Yantko
5-8
Paul McKinnis
5-11
Marcus Hams
6-1

Wt.
220
303
301
295
336"
311
235
175
190
192:
175

Yr.
So.
Jr.

Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So
So.
Jr.
Fr.

2367 Jr.
305 So.
275 RFr.
275' Jr.
275 RFr.
280. Jr.
259 Sr.
200. Fr.
190: So.
200 Sr.
175 So.
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SECTION B

Poe.
DE
DT
DT
DE
LB
LB
LB
CB
SS
FS
CB

Player
Blake Booth
Tyler Sinclair
Will Roach
Austen Lane
Tamar Butler
Nathan Williams
Zach Kutch
Lamar Hall
Will Werner
Taylor Lanigan
HarryMcCall

DE
DT
DT
DE
LB
LB
LB
CB
SS
FS
CB

Jamal Crook
Joe Gamsky
Lamar Thetis
Matt Johnson
Josh Marshall
Josh McVVherter
Lamar Jones
John Jean-Baptiste
Aaron Kincy
Enk Fennell
Dexter Durrante

Ht.
6-2
6-2
6-3
6-6
5-11
6-1
6-0
5-9
5-9
6-0
6-2

Wt Yr.
227. Jr.
240 Jr.
274 Jr.
250 Jr.
210' Jr.
225 Sr.
230 So.
180: Fr.
183- Sr.
202 Jr.
205 So.

SECOND TEAM
6-2
6-1
6-2
6-5
5-11
6-1
5-10
5-10
6-1
6-0
5-11

230 Fr.
230 Fr.
300 Fr.
230 RFr.
185. Jr.
215 Fr.
204 So.
170 So.
185. Fr.
190 Fr.
200 Fr.

SPECIAL TEAMS
FIRST TEAM

DENIS BANKS / Illinois State University

Denver Johnson, who is in his ninth season with the Redbirds, has compiled a 45-47 (.489) coaching record. Johnson got his start with Murray
State University in 1997 and in three years went 21-12 (.636) before leaving in 1999. Johnson will be making his last stop to Murray State
Saturday as the four-year contract between the two schools runs out.

ne Last Hurrah
ONE-TIME RACER
HEAD COACH MAKES
LAST TREK TO
STEWAMr STADIUM
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
When Denver Johnson comes to
Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday, it
will be a concoction of first and last
for the current Illinois State football
coach.
Johnson got his first coaching job
at Murray State in 1997. Almost a
decade later and now the head man
in Bloomington. Ill., the 49-year-old
will be making what appears to be
his last stop in the town where he got
his start.
Saturday ends the four-year con-

tract signed by the school, all of
which have been won by Johnson
and the Redbirds by an average of
29.7 points in each game.
Johnson, 21-12 over three seasons at MSU, will admit that
Saturday will be just another football
game, but it does come with some
mixed emotion.
"I'll be honest, early on it was
very difficult. A lot of those kids that
we recruited were still there and
emotionally, that was tough,"
Johnson said. "It was emotionally
tough to go back and compete
against kids that you love and care
about and ones that you had a special
relationship with. It was difficult, it
was a lot harder than I thought it was
going to be.
"Now, several years later, there is
no one there, coaches or players that
we were there with so that's made it

a little easier. But certainly, when we
come back to Murray, we have great
ties to the community. We have great
friends there. I think some of the best
friends in our family life are currently still in Murray. We still have our
membership at First Baptist Church.
So coming back to town is special
and there are some emotions and
fondness everytime we come back to
Murray."
The Redbirds are coming off a
bye week after losing to Marshall
35-10 in the season opener.
Meanwhile, the Racers are 1-1 with
a win over Lambuth (41-17) and a
loss to Indiana (45-3).
In both Illinois State's game
against Marshall and Murray State's
game against Indiana, Johnson was
able to make the comparison of FCS
teams overmatched against their
FBS competition.

"The truth of the matter is they
just wore us down," Johnson said.
"The depth caught up with us. I'm
sure a lot like what Indiana did to
Murray. That's where you get into a
bind playing those teams. You get a
hot, steamy afternoon and they have
a lot more guys over there they can
put into the game than you do and
eventually grind you down."
Murray State is looking at the
ISU matchup as a measuring stick
game for Matt Griffin and the Racer
program. The Redbirds are looking
to avoid its first 0-2 start since the
2001 season and if history repeats
itself, the Racers might have a leg up
on the competition. The last time
ISU began the season 0-2, each of
their first two games were on the
road., like this season, and the second
game was a 32-17 loss at Murray
•See JOHNSON, 28

What's the Rush?
RACER DEFENSE WILL TRY TO CONTAIN REDBIRDS'
GROUND GAME; TRY TO ESTABLISH OWN
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Last week, Matt Griffin had the daunting
task of putting the clamps on IU's Kellen
Lewis. Suffice to say. Griffin walked away
from Bloomington, Ind., feeling like his
mission was accomplished.
But the Racer defense did have problems
containing Hoosier running back Marcus
Thigpen, who scampered for 100 yards on
seven carries and scored two touchdowns.
As a team, IU rushed for 254 total yards.
In store this week for the Racers is another team from Bloomington and another crop
of quality running backs.
The Redbirds' offense is led by junior
tailback Geno Blow and the 5-foot-11, 195pound Seabrook, Texas, native rushed for 60
yards in the season opener after rushing for
776 yards and eight touchdowns last season.
"He's a good football player and he was
successful against us last year," Griffin said
of Blow. "It's like anybody else, you have to
be aware of the great players. I thought last

REDBIRDS SCHEDULE
DATE
8-30
DATE
9-13
9-20
10-4

OPPONENT
RESULT
MARSHALL
L-35-10
OPPONENT
TIME
at Murray State
6 p m.
EASTERN ILLINOIS
6:30 p.m.
at Indiana State
11 a.m.
10-11 at Northern Iowa
4:05 p.m.
10-18
MISSOURI STATE
2 p.m.
10-25
N DAKOTA STATE
1:30 p.m
11-1
YOUNGSTOWN STATE
1:30 p.m.
11-8
at South Dakota State
1 p.m.
11-15
at Western Illinois
105 p.m.
11-22
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
1 30 p.m.
-All Times are Central and are subiect to change

week we did a good job against Lewis, but
who was that other cat! He (Thigpen) made
a name for himself really fast. But ISU has
some other players as well that we'll have to
be conscious of."
To compliment that, Denver Johnson and
ISU can spell Blow with a trio of others,
including Parrish Fisher, Clifton Gordon and
Walter Mendenhall.
Fisher. a senior running back, had the
best game of his Illinois Scam career against

MSU a year ago.
Fisher rushed for a
team-high
112
yards on IS carries
against the Racers,
while averaging 6.2 yards
per rush. He rattled off a
49-yard scamper in the
third quarter that later
resulted in a touchdown.
Fisher is a Kansas State
transfer while Mendenhall
transferred
from
the
University of Illinois and is
the younger brother to
Rashad Mendenhall who now
plays for the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
"Geno has been a good back for us,"
Johnson said. "We feel fortunate that we
have a good group of backs that we can use.
Geno is the first guy in that bunch, but
Parrish Fisher is a quality back as well. We
See BACKS,2B

Pos.
K
•
DS
KR
PR
•

Player
Kienan Cullen
Kiennan Cullen
Trey Jurgens
Charlie Jordan
JaVonta Trotter
Chris Franklin

Pos. Player
DS
KR
PR

Ht
6-3
6-3
6-0
5-8
5-10
6-0

SECOND TEAM
ML

Jordan Gay
Jordan Gay
Nathan Pertain
JaVonta Trotter
Taylor Lanigan
Nico Yantko

6-1
6-1
6-3
5-10
6-0
5-8

Wt.
210
210
215
192
175
190

Yr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

Wti
185
185
305
175202
191-

Yr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr
Jr.

Pr.
So.

RACER SCHEDULE
DATE
8-213
9-6
DATE
9-13
9-20
9-27
10-4
10-11
10-18
11-1
11-8
11-15
11-22

OPPONENT
LAMBUTH

at Indiana
OPPONENT
ILLINOIS STATE
at Westem Kentucky
UT MARTIN
at Austin Peay
TENNESSEE TECH
at Jacksonville State
at Eastern Illinois
SEMC
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE STATE

RESULT
W-41-17
L-45-3
TIME
6pm
TBA
6 p fT!

6 pin
3 p.m

4 p.m.
1 30 pm
1 30 pm
Noon
1 pm

THIS WEEK'S SLATE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER ii

UT Martin 87,Concondia (Ale) 21

'Tennessee Tech 29 Southeast Missoun 27
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
Morehead State at Eastern Kentucky, 500 p m
Gardner-Webb at Austin Peay, 600 pm
Indiana Stale at Eastern Moors, 6 00 p.m.
HIPIOIS State at Murray State, 600 p m
Tennessee State vs Jackson Stale. 6 00 p m (Memph.

Tenn I

Saturday, September 20
'Eastern Kentucky at Tennessee State, 5 00 p.m_
'UT Mann at Austin Peay, 600 pm
Jacksonville State at Chattanooga. 600 p.m
Missoun State at Southeast Missoun, 600 p.m.
Tennessee Tech at Western Michigan 600 p.m.
Murray State at Western Kentucky. 6 00 p.m.
Eastern Illinois ai Illinois State, 6 30 pro
Thursday, September 25
Central Methodist at Tennessee Tech 7 00 p no

OUT OF THE BARN

26
Murray State senior linebacker Nathan
Williams has recorded 26 tackles in the first
two games. He leads the Ohio Valley
Conference and Football Championship
Subdivision n total tackles

6-4/289
The Redbirds' offensive line averages 8-foot4 and 289 pounds. They have combined for
65 starts in their careers.

27-16-2
Murray State is 27-16-2 against current
members of the Missouri Valley Football
Conference. MSU is 6-2 against Youngstown
State with all eight contests coming with both
teams playing in the Ohio Valley Conference.

Spowrs

2B • Friday, September 12, 21H1t1
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PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

SCORE ElICIPAPPEN
1;

Lakers pour on goals, roar past Lyons
LAD LAKER'S FALL AT
HOME TO GRAVES COUNTY
Staff Report
After Lyon County took a 1-0 advantage
six minutes into Thursday night's game in
Eddyville, it was all Calloway County the
rest of the way as the Lakers poured on five
goals in the first half and added another in
the second.
Calloway outshot the Lyons 18-2 after
arriving to the field with just 10 minutes to
warm up. It took the Lakers a few minutes to
get into the game, but Joseph Kelly began
the onslaught with a game-tying goal in the
8th minute off an assist from Nick Holt.
The Lakers added back-to-back goals in
the 10th minute, the first off the foot of
Blake Manness unassisted. Kelly scored the
second off a Manness assist 29 seconds later.
Calloway struck again less than a minute
later when Luke Anderson scored off an
assist from Daniel Hopkins, making the
score 4-1.
Both teams settled down after combining

tor ;Ise goals in use minutes and the Lakers
didn't score again until the 34th minute,
when Manness got his second unassisted
goal of the game.
Calloway took a 5-1 lead into halftime
and added another goal in the second half
when Kelly completed the hat trick on an
unassisted goal in the 47th minute.
Head coach Martin Son complimented
his team on a great job of possession as the
Lakers improved to 4-5 on the season. Lyon
County fell to 1-6-1.
Graves Co. 6, CallowayCi. Orb
Calloway County remained winless in
the Third District with a 6-2 loss at the hands
of Graves County at Jim Nix Soccer
Complex on Thursday.
Graves set the tone early with a goal at
the four-minute mark, then scored two more
before halftime to take a 3-1 lead into the
break.
With the loss, the injury-nddled Lady
Lakers fall to 0-4 in district play and dip
below .500 overall at 3-4-2. Graves
improved to 3-1-1 in the district and 5-4-1
overall.

MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

With the Lady Eagles leading 2-ti
Calloway sliced the lead in half in the 21st
minute on a goal by Shauna Wicker assisted
by Amy Winkler. Graves responded with
goal at the 32-minute mark to give them a
two-point cushion at the half.
The Lady Laker defense held tough for
the first part of the second half but wore out
after about 25 minutes of play. Graves made
the score 4-1 at the 65-minute mark, then
scored back-to-back goals at the 72-minute
and 73-minute marks, taking a 6-1 lead.
Calloway added a second score in
garbage time when Winkler scored unassisted in the 78th minute.
The Lady Lakers managed seven shots
on goal throughout the game and goalkeeper Haley McCuiston had 18 saves, eight of
which came in the first half and 10 in the
second.
Calloway will have a chance to pick up a
district win when they travel to Mayfield on
Monday night. The Lady Cardinals are also
winless in district play and have a 3-4 overall record.

PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Murray Middle outmanned CCHS scores victories over
by Marshall County
Hickman on greens
MMS HOSTS GRAVES TUESDAY
Staff Report
Murray Middle School's
Tigers
were
outmanned
Thursday in a doubleheader loss
at Marshall County as both the
seventh- and eighth-grade
squads were shut out by the
Marshals.
Murray's
seventh-grade
Tigers began the game on a
promising note, driving down
the field inside the 35-yard-line
against the Marshall defense
behind a pair of pass plays from
quarterback Dylan Boone to
tight end Preston Merriss. The
Marshals stopped Murray on
fourth down, however, and took
over. Marshall County then
managed a long touchdown run
and a two-point pass to take an
8-0 lead it would not relinquish.
Marshall County added
another touchdown in the second quarter and a third in the
third quarter for the 22-0 final.
Boone added another pass to

tight end Ryan Humphries.
Boone and running back James
Holland had success running the
ball, but the Tigers could never
break through to the end zone.
The seventh grade Tigers fall
to 2-2 with the loss, and will
host Graves County Tuesday at
Ty Holland Field.
Marshall County also took
the nightcap 34-0 behind a
strong running attack. Marshall
had a trio of touchdown runs in
the first quarter to take a 22-0
lead in notching the victory.
Murray showed flashes of a
strong passing game led by
quarterback Adam Melton and
receivers Jason Spann and
Andre Phillips, but it wasn't
enough to keep the Tigers from
falling to 0-5 on the season.
The Tigers host Graves
County Tuesday at Ty Holland
Field in the second game of a
seventh-eighth doubleheader.

TIGERS FALL ON ROAD TO MCHS
Staff Report
Calloway County's boys
and girls both scored victories over Hickman County
Thursday at The Oaks
Country Club.
Brock Simmons fired a 37
and led the boy's to a team
151, besting Hickman's 162.
Katie Tindell shot a 41 to
lead the Lady Lakers over the
Lady Falcons, who shot 181.
Calloway shot 170 as a team.
Simmons' 37 tied him for
the low score of the day and
for medalist honors with
Hickman's Brett Mitchell.
Tindell's 41 tied her for
medalist
honors
with
Hickman's Cameron Bizzle.
Six out of seven Laker
players fired scores in the
30s. Following Simmons
were
Chasten
Howard,
Hunter Garrison and Austin
Miles, all of whom shot 38.
Daniel Harper and Matt
McReynolds shot 39's and

F OTBALL
Racers
vs
Illinois St.
Saturday, Sept. 13th
6:00 p.m.
at
Roy Stewart Stadium
Family Weekend!

Ryan Butler shot a 40.
On the girls side. Safiah
Hassan
(42),
Summer
Simmons (43) and Madison
Connell (44) rounded out the
portion of the field that
counted for team scores. Also
playing for the Lady Lakers
were Hannah Ryan (51),
Madison Contri (55), Chelsea
Holzschuh (58) and Kennedy
Crawford (56).
The Laker boys will travel
to
Paducah
to
face
Community Christian on
Monday.
Tigers fall to Marshals
Ii Bottom
Marshall County claimed
two victories over Murray at
the par-36 Marvel Golf Club
in Benton on Thursday.
On the boys side, Murray
shot :72 as a team, three
strokes better than Carlisle
County at 175. but 23 strokes
behind the Marshals, who
posted a team score of 149.
Marshall's C.J. Carter and
Ryan Buckman tied for
medalist honors as each fired
a 35 and finished one below
par.
Murray's Jordan Smith
was the only Tiger to eclipse
the 40 mark, providing the
low score for the black and
gold with a 39. Keaton Tate
(44), Zack Newsome (44),
Blake Graham (45) and Jay
Roth (47) rounded out the
Tiger contingent.
Brock Moran shot a 42 to
lead Carlisle County.
On the girls side, Murray's
Christina Veach fired a 44 to
claim
medalist
honors,
upending Marshall County's
Callie Duke and Attic York,
who each shot 46.
But the Lady Marshals got
the last laugh, winning the
match with a team score of
197, 14 strokes better than
Murray at 211.
Following Veach for the
Lady Tigers were Katrina
Olson (47), Samantha Tinsley
(58), Beth Graham (62) and
Jordan Nagy (66).
Both Murray squads travel
to Princeton Country Club on
Tuesday where they'll take
on Caldwell County.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Amencan League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Tampa 13ay
87 578.34
Boseon
85 60 586 212
Toronto
79 67 541
9
New York
77 69 527
11
Bellmore
66 80 448 22 12
Central Olviston
W
L Pct GB
Chicago
81 65 555
-Minnesota
I
80 86 548
Clevalsrx1
71 74 490 91'2
Nave
70 76 479
11
Kansas Cory
62 83 428 18 12
West Division
VI L Pei GB
x-Los Angeles
89 57 610
Texas
72 75 490 17 12
Oakland
67 79 459
22
Seattle
57 88 393 31 12
iceed drvision
Thursdays Games
Kansas City 3. Minnesota 2 10 innings
Bellmore 6 Cleveland 3
Toronto 6, Chicago Wiles Sox 4
Texas 6 Oakland 1
L A Angels 7 Seattle 4
Frldny's Gams*
Toronto (Purcey 3-5; at Boston (Wakefield
8-10).605pm
Tampa Bay (Garza 11-9) at N Y Yankees
lPonson 8-5),605 p m
Kansas City (Meche 11-10) at Cleveland
(Lee 21-2). 605 p m
Minnesota leak& 8-4) at Baltimore
rD Cabrera 8-9), 608 pm
Detroit Vertander 10-15) at Chicago White
Sox (Danks 10-8). 7 11 p m
Texas(Hamson 7-3) at Oakland (Smith 714) 905 pm
Seattle (Flowland-&T64 4-21 at L A Any,,,
(Saunders 15-7) 905 p m

Racer
Lanyards
for the
first
500 fans!
'ticket Office 270-809-3000 and www.GoRacers.com

Thursdey's Games
Philadelphia 6 Mevaukee 3
Atlanta 8 Colorado 4
Houston 6. Pittsburgh 0
Chicago Cubs 3. SI Louis 2
San paw 11, San Francisco 3
Fricisy's Gross
Chicago Cubs at Houston. pod hurricane
St Louis (Thompson 5-2) at Prttsburgh
(Maholm 8-8), 605 p m
Milwaukee (Parra 10-7) at Philadelphia
(Hameks 12-9). 606 p m
Atlanta (Hampton 2-2) at N V Mets
Senekna 13-7). 6 10 p m
Washington (Marts 0-1) at Florida 10Isen
6-10), 610 pm
LA Dodgers (Billingskey 14-10) at
Colorado (Francis 4-9), 805 p.m.
•
Cincinnati (Gusto 8-13 or hlerang 5-15) at
Anzona (Webb 18-7). 8.40 p.m.
San Francisco Q.SenCtiez 8-10) at San •
Diego ;Peavy 9-10). 905 p.m

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers take out
Trigg County Thursdayi:
CCHS TRAVELS
TO FuLTON
CITY TUESDAY
Staff Report
Calloway County beat Trigg
County in three games Thursday
night, avenging a loss to the
Lady Wildcats that took place
last weekend at the Caldwell
County Slanifest.
The Lady Lakers fell to Trigg
17-15 in a decisive third game
on Saturday, but got the last
laugh Thursday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, winning the decisive game 25-20.
Calloway came out blazing in
the first game, winning 25-9, but
stumbled in the second, falling
26-24 before claiming victory in
the third.
The Lady Lakers improved to
5-7 on the season while Trigg
County fell to 8-11.
Katie Bazzell led Calloway
with 12 points and Emily

McKnight added 10. Lexic
Watson contributed eight pointa
and four kills while Jacquelyn
Price scored four points and tout
kills.
Kristen Phillips had three
points and two kills and Brittnee
Deitz added three points, twq
assists and three kills. Allison
Rogers contributed eight assisti
and a kill while Katlynn Knight
scored seven kills. Nisa Dunn
dished out two assists.
Trigg County got the best of
.
Calloway in junior varsity,
action as the Lady Lakers felt
21-17, 18-21. 13-21. Allison
Rogers led the way with le
points while Taylor Stallings
added seven. Emily McKnight
contributed four points and two
assists and Maegan Lusk scored
three points and two kills;
Samantha Daniell notched three
points.
The junior varsity squad will
participate in the Lone 00
Spikefest on Saturday. The var:
sity team will return to action
Tuesday at Fulton County.

•Johnson
From Page 1B
State.
Johnson is fully aware that
the Racers are a hungry football
team. His impression was even
more evident despite a 43-17
ISU
win last
year in
Bloomington.
"I felt coming off the field
last year they were a young team
and you could see a lot of potential in that team." Johnson said
of the Racers. "A lot of those
guys that were playing as freshmen and sophomores are now
sophomores and juniors this
year. So those kids are another
year older, bigger, stronger,
faster and seasoned. 1 expect
them to be a much improved
football team.
"When you go on the road
and I know Murray State is a
hungry football team, we are as
well, you have to not take the
chance to win away from yourself. You can't have missed

•Backs
From Page 1B
but Parrish Fisher is a quality
back as well. We have a couple
of guys that didn't play against
Marshall that we feel are good
backs as well, like Gordon and
Mendenhall."
Johnson adds that he doesn't
feel like he has that "marquee
guy" that everyone around the
country is going to know about.
He's content with his stable of
backs and hopes to be able to
establish a solid running game
against the Racers.
The same can be said for
Griffin, who will likely use
Charlie Jordan, Paul McKinnis
and Prince Nwagbara.
But when it comes to the tale

Manorial League Standings
All nines CDT
East Divieion
W
L Pct GB
New York
82 63886
3
Philadelphia
BO 67 544
74 72 507 51)2
Florida
65 82 442
Atlanta
18
Washrgion
56 90 38426 1/2
Control Division
W
L Pct 011
138 58 603
Decago
Milwaukee
83 64 565 5112
Houston
80 67 544 81)2
78 68 534
St Louis
10
CArlarntilti
66 80 452
22
PrItsburgh
to 96 411 al
West Division
W
L Pet GB
75 71 514
Los 4411991es
71 74 490 31,2
Arizona
Colorado
67 82 456 812
65 81 445
San Francisoo
10
57
San Diego
90 398 19 1 2

of the tape. despite a game difference between the two
schools, the numbers are similarly equal.
Both teams are averaging
2.5 yards a rush, while MSU is
giving up 4.1. Illinois State is
giving up 7.2 in the lone loss to
Marshall.
Illinois State is good for
about 98 yards a game, while
the Racers stand in at 94 yards
a contest. Illinois State is giving
up 229. while Murray State is
allowing 184.5.
The Redbirds have given up
three rushing scores on defense.
while scoring none, where as
the Racers have scored one and
have given up seven (four of
which came at Indiana).

assignments and have foolishI
penalties. You can't turn the ball
over and miss a lot tackles od
defense. If you do those things,
you are going to take your
chance of winning games away
from you."
Johnson says the flip side of
that coin is making plays, primarily on offense, but the Racer
"razzle-dazzle" spread offense is
a defensive concern for Johnson
as well.
"You have to move the ball
and put some points on the
board offensively. Hopefully,
we'll be able to run the ball and
pass when we need to. At the
same time, hopefully we can
defend this razzle-dazzle spread
offense they have put in.
"This is a very dynamic game
and there are a lot of moving
parts to winning and losing. You
try to manage the ones that you
have control over and hope that
the ones that you don't have
control over are kind to you."
TODAY'S tINEUP SPONSORED BY

Butler
olortoo,..:,,-"WC* Aoc--s. •
'01059on rovOi,nolosuiorie4

U-Ulorry

contractla 10&•
508 *AI St. 4 753 5842

IV, radio
AUTO RACING
2 p.m.
ESPN2 - NASCAR, Spnnt Cup, pole
qualifying for Sylvania 300 at Loudon
NH
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN2 - Kansas at South Florida
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Teams IBA

Locally
PREP FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
MINBS. 1340 AM -- Murray Hgh
School at Caldwell Co
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CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the
Board of Education Meeting Room, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, on September 23, 2008 at 6 p.m. to hear public comments regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 37.60 cents on real property and
39 90 cents on personal property.
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2008 was 37.80 cents on real property and 39.90 cents on personal property and produced revenue of
$4,369,603.16. The proposed General Fund tax rate of 37.60 cents on real
property and 39.90 cents on personal property is expected to produce
$4,712,311.95. Of this amount $602,251.81 is from new and personal property. The compensating tax for 2009 is 36.0 cents on real property and 39.6
cents on personal property and is expected to produce $4,528,907.23.
The general areas to which revenue of $342,708.79 above 2008 revenue is to
be allocated are as follows: cost of collections, $10,281.26; cost of under funded salary increases, $174,338.45. rising cost of utilities, $138,089.08; and
preparation of new Facilities Plan for the district, $20,000.00.
,The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and
information contained herein.

City of Hasel
Amended Fiscal Year Budget
Ordinance 23 003-A
An ordinance amending the City of Hazel. Kentucky
annual budget for fiscal year July I, 2008 through
June 30, 2069.
Upon first reading of said Ordinance on August 4.
2008 and second reading September 8, 2008 with a
motion by Lon Chariton. second by Joe Thornon,
City Council voted to adopt Ordinance 23 003-A.
relating to amending Ordinance No 23.003
Whereas the City of Hazel has realized unbudgeted
receipts from a CDBC; grant in the amount of
1440.000 00
Whereas, the City desires to add these funds to its
existing 2008-2009 annual budget
Now therefore be it ordained by the City of Hazel.
Kentucky, that the annual budget for 2008.2009 be
and is hereby amended by increasing the receipts
shown in that budget by the said total amount of
1440,000 00
Janice .witainson. City Clerk
Kerry Vasseur. Mayor

pussuc NOTICE
The City Council will hold a public hearing on
Thursday. September 25. 2008 at 6-30 pm in the
council chamber. of City Hall located at 104 N. 5th
Street to consider the designation of properties
within the proposed Historic Overlay Ihstnct The
proposed boundanes are located east to west from
the KWT Railroad tracks to 7th Street and north to
south from Olive Street to Elm Street
All interested persona are invited to attend arid
participate in this meeting. If further information is
needed, please contact Deana Wright with Murray
Main Street at 270-759-9474.or Matt Mattingly,
Director of Administration with City of Murray A
map identifying this area is available for review at
Murray Main Street, City Hall or on the City of
Murray website at www murraykygov

leaks
COSMETOLOGIST!
Booth Rental Available
www.cradleandallboutique.com
270-759-4952
FORMER occupant of
Mur-Cal
C-17
at
Apartments has until
Sept. 26th to pick-up
belongings or they will

be disposed of.
LOG RAISING - Sat.,
Sept. 13th and 27111
9Am - 3PM 4294
Foundry Hill Rd.
Puryear. TN
Sponsored by Hidden
Lake Log Homes an
independent dealership for Tennessee
Log Homes, Athens,
Inc. Call 731-247,
488 for details.
.1 10E money playing
Guaranteed
l6ttery.
4stem Free report
all toll-free 1 -877*6-6957 1D#C2375.
.•. NEW craft store
in town.
Cheryl.* Creations
8 More
2 miles North of Hazel
Crafts, gifts and
collectibles.
Mon. Fri. Sat
9-6

[Check us cut
Lo!tile Web!

SCULPTURED
Wednesday
$15 Natural Set
$20 French Set
$10 Fills
Upper Cuts
1104 Story Ave
753-2287
By appointment
00
14s8 Wanted
12 Tax Preparers
needed for local tax
offices Earn extra
income with seasonal
employment FREE
tax classes available
Call Jackson Hewitt at
866-554-1040 for into
or to inquire about
positions for experienced tax professionals
PROFESSIONAL
Field Representative
wanted for Murray
area, no experience
required Excellent
training program, sales
track, income potential, and benefits for
those who qualify
Woodmen of the
World Life Insurance
Society. Omaha,
Nebraska Resumes to
1710 SR121 N. Suite
F. Murray. KY 42071
or call 753-4382
CAMPBELL RE is
looking for new real
estate agents Call
now to loin the team
789-8780

EIJ
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant: West
Kentucky Educational
Cooperative is now
acceptiec applications
for the full-time position of Administrative
Assistant tor the
GEAR UP & SOAR
Project Primary
responsibilities include
providing clerical support to staff, preparing
protect publications
and matenals, recording expenditures and
preparing monthly
budget reports. maintaining project database and corresponding documentation
maintaining protect
website, and communicating with partners
and school cootacts.
Computer and desktop
publishing skills
required, high school
diploma with two years
experience required,
associate's degree
referred Salary is
commensurate with
years of experience,
educational background, and the
approved salary
schedule of the
WKEC. Interested
candidates may submit a resume of professional arid educational experiences.
three professional references, and a letter
of interest to Jennifer
Van Waes, GEAR UP
Project Director, West
Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, 420
Wells Hall, Murray. Ky.
42071, by September
30, 2008
EXPERIENCED
HVACR Service Tech
Needed Pay up to
$35 per hour with
commission and
bonus Contact 270354-9239
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position
RN/LPN- Full time,
Mon-Fri 10p-Se
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St Mayfield.
KY 42066
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-tome, training provided, must be
dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person
Signmasters. 8503 US
Hwy 68 East. Benton
(Fairdealing)

MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed tot easy phone
work. No seri:rig.
Immediate full/part
time positions Work
Monday-Friday. $7116 per-hour. Paid
weekly. Call 762-9900
NEEDED: receptionist/office person. Send
resume to. The ACA,
1000 Whitnell Ave,
Murray, KY
Now hiring talented,
energetic licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist. We
offer great employee
benefits
For more
information please call
767-0760.
140W taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone cells.

EXPERIENCED and
reliable housekeeper
Businesses
and
homes. Very flexible
Call (270) 293-5593
ask for Della.
PERSONAL assistant
available part time and
some
weekends
Computer and telephone skills, errands.
shopping,
planning
organizing. Have references. Cell- 270-2540279
WILL baby-sit nights
and weekends Have
references Cell 270254-0279
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

One and Ts,o

Bedroom Apartments
Central Heal and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.i6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

11111

,parlmsnts For Rent

2 BR, 2 BA duplex
very nice with many
extras Beautiful moldings and decor Nice
shrubbery, flowers and
trees House garage
with opener, nice patio
with hall covered top,
all appliances furnished. 902A N 20th
No pets. $650.
753-5344.

I

First Steps Service Coordinator
Responsible for the provision of services to
developmentally delayed and at risk infants and
toodlers from birth through two years of age and
their families
Qualifications Bachelors degree in human
service feet. 2 years experience with ages birth
thiough five, a valid KY drivers license and safe
record, must also pass background check Send
resume to Anne Thurman, VP for Human
Resources, Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425
Broadway. Paducah, KY 42001 pen until filled .
EOE

2BR duplex, nice,
C/I-1/A, appliances furnished Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome 1 SBA,
appliances
2 car
garage $695 rent plus
$500 deposit, 1 year
lease, no pets 2933904 1401 Diuouid Dr.
2BR& 38R apartments
available, Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no
pets, 753-2905
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances. Move in tree
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

PRICES Slashed to
Quick Sale. 15 coucn
as
and
oversized
chairs: entertainment
centrals, coffee tabfias,
end tables and headboards at $15 each
Make an offer on a
Landice Treadmill &
bicycle. Call
270 759-3003.

of Benton currently accepting applicafor the following pos... .. RN', afternoon
shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package Must be licensed in the State of
180
Kentucky Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
Lawn Govan
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 [
E0E/AAJE NO PHONE CALLS %LASE
2005 26HP 42' cut
Craftsman
mower.
$950 435-4687, 2931681
Britthaven

Bntthaven of Benton is currently accepting apihcations for LPN'. We also offer an excellent benefit
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Bntihaven of Renton 2607 Main
Street Hit, 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOFJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Went to Bey
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors Also haul.
436-5235. 227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
, Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Looking for a wood
stove in Murray area
Call 519-8570

LIKE new solid cherry
custom built entertainment center
112-Wx98-H. $2,900
270-753-0020

PENNY
PUMPKIN PATCH

•
I/R /atIct /

I tit

SCRAP
CARS

i

Stitt! Part.
t.

150
Articles
For Sale
ADULT size electric
scooter/highway lights,
condition
excellent
$200 759-0386

7i

3300 square foot
building available for
retail, office .restaurant, ample
parking.busy Hwy 641
S. Can divide.
PH 270 293.3232

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759 3558

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

HOME grown Ky wonder pole beans
753-7457
KIRBY Sentna vacuum
cleaner, like new. 1
year old with all manuals attachments and
shampooer. DVD. act
$675 293-6104

Rental Property

Pmpeny Management
SerYices

Call 761-7355
wow Icortierslueae611? corn
DUPLEX for rent. 607
Elm St.. Murray. 2BR.
1BA, full
upstairs.
garage,
appliances
included $650 /month.
Near hospital

1998 Patriot 16x8.0
vinyl siding. therma
pane windows, north
ern insulated, extra
nice. 270-489-2525.
1999
16x70
Fleetwood, 2 BR,2 BA,
all appliances including
garbage disposal, covered porch. metal storage building. carport.
Located
Fox
Meadows.
731-247-3046
GOT LAND? Own land
Or have family land
available, you can
qualify tor $0 down
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL.
731-584-9429

DUPLEXES for rent.
All appliances
included.
767-9948
LARGE 2 BR. 2 full BA.
all appliances walk in
closet 7088 Bagwell
Ct 227-5173
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co on Campus newly
remodeled. 1303
Chestnut Street
$6751mo. Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710
NICE 2 BR duplex apt
on
Northwood
Dr
$475 270-73-5992.
alt 5Iiutrtmi'tit•

Mr

CHARMING 2BR-apt.
on a farm 6 miles from
town C/KA, hardwood
floors, vaulted ceilings,
nicely
furnished.
smoke free, no indoor
pets
$575+deposit
water and cable included. 489-2741.
CLEAN 2 BR, 1 BA
apartment close to
campus Stove. refrigerator, w/d, C/H/A, no
pets $475 deposit
$475 a month, Quiet
place for quiet people
1904 Sherry Ln
270-293-7786

a
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mon-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

fiN AR COMO
KERR FOR
7S.00 A EOM !
753-1116' 1

DUPLEX 2 Br, 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
w/d furnished $575
deposit 293-6430

trlf
I.

•VERA Bradley Mesa
Red Bowler Bag
$45.00 used Once
•Vera Bradley mesa
Red Blg Wallet
$10.00- used once
sFuli slze mattress
$30.00 • Dresser
$20.00 •Recliner
$30.00.(270)994-0083
WEBBER gas grill,
automatic starter. 3
temperature gauges.
$90. 767-0822

GET INTO

2 BR on 1 acre lot
Very clean, yard move
ing included, no pets
References required
$325 mo plus deposit
270-623-6314 or 270978-6492

THE GAME

LARGE
SELECTION

MURRAY

2 BR. $315
753-6012

LEDGER&TIMES

SMALL 28R in country
References required
759-1837

USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605•E Sc
(270) 753-1713
160
Moms Furnishings

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7653
COUCH and love-seat
good condition
767-0652

1 Bedroom apartment
:lean & nice, all appli
ances including W/D
no pets
(270)436-2524
Cal
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt. various loacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9898
1 BR, low utilities, no
lease required, no
pets $300 per month
753-3949.
2 BR, 2 BA apartment
$500 per month
293-5423
2 BR 2 BA. water,
sewer, trash & cable tv
included
No pets
$600 monthly. $600
deposit 767-9111

1

Subscribefor all your hometown.foothall aatou!

Home Delivery

Local Mail
iCaltos
two.
.335.00
6 mo..-.-..-455.00
$63.00
-.....$105.00 6 Iwo.
1 yr...-.
3110.00

3 uso.

EAR corn, 293-2487
ELECTRIC (
OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE
A beautiful
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses To see pictures and
complete description,
e-mail
Harlebellsouth net or call Had
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

28R duplex, appliances 753-8067

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

tions

K\ 42117 I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

Murray State University is an ewe,education and
emPioyment opportunrty. M/F/D 4,7 errpioyer

140
A Women's Touch
cleaning service. 26
yrs. experience. Call
Susan at 270-4362216 or 732-690-8004
Housecleaning
270-759-9553

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Lecturer/Greenhouse Complex Manager, School of Agriculture,
Murray State Universay This is a full-time, twelve-month, non-tenure
track position to begin January 2009 Qualifications: Masters in
Agriculture required and Bachelor's degree with emphasis in Horticulture
required Minimum of two years experience in managing a university
greenhouse and/or nursery production system preferred
Responsibilities: Teach course load of six hours each semester
including courses in plant materials, greenhouse management practicum,
nursery management, vegetable production and other courses within
chosen candidate's area of expertise Will also manage and continue to
develop the 20-acre horticuttural complex and oversee the student work
staff Complex currently contains 8.640 square feel of greenhouses, a
600 tree in-groundpotan-pot nursery, turfgrass plots, sustainable agriculture composting system, perennial display beds and a new arboretum
Future developments could include a small truitivineyard, summer vegetables and pumpkin production Application Deadline: October 3,
2008 To apply: Send letter of application resume, unofficial transcripts,
and three current letters of recommendation to. Amy McKinney,
Lecturer/Greenhouse Complex Manager Screening Committee Secretary.
School of Agriculture. Murray State University. 103 South Oakley Applied
Science, Murray, Kentucky 42071-3345. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply

NOTICE OF HEARING

VISA

I

Rest of KY/TN
1Purvea 5 IlliCharlAn

I 3 mow._$70.50
I 6 ma-398.00
I 1 yr.-..„...$128.00
1
I Check

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$46.110
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

Mit*

1
Name_

I St. Address
I City
I
I State
I

Zip

I

. I
Daytime Ph.
1 '
1
Mail
this
coupon
with
p.o.ment
to:
I
.1
I
Murray Ledger & 'Times
I
I
P.O. Box 1040
I
I
Murray. Kli 42071
; I
1
Ur call 12701763-1916
I
L

••••

CLASSIFIEDS

4B • Friday, September 12, NM
20
Aperinesb For Rent

Prter For

to
TOWNHOUSES
refit 3 or 4 bedroom
25 bath. 1.400 sq ft
washer.Pdryer, retnger
awe oven. stove, dish
washer 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800 No pets.
Security deposit $800
1217 N 16th St.,
Murray 270-348-0458.
to
MSU
Close
Meadowlark
Townhouses.

FULLY Furnished
Established
Restaurant available
now Located on bLsy
Hwy 641 South of
Murray. KY PH
270 293 3232

Musa Par RIM

STORAGE building
40x40 gas heat, insulated located 406 1,,2
Sunbury Circle Murray
S300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

e BR 1 BA 2 ca
garage. large yard,
partially fenced S550
and
plus
security
lease 978-7441

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca.
eon 753-2905 2931480
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray
753-4109.
3 BR 2 BA. garage,
vaulted ceding. Ciel/A,
fndge, stove, dish
washer, Mockingbird
SUbdmsion, 7 mi from
town. $675 mo e dep
293-3064
3 Br, brick on Melrose
Dnve, 2 Ba, new central air/beat, all electric
big fenced backyard,
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up, STY, lease
$850. Call 270-7670615.
3 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
7539898
5 BR, 2 BA, brick with
full basement. 807
Sunny Ln. $850 per
month
Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-2571
Rick
at
between 7:00-5:00pm

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7563
Vlillictrrr:121'

& %pin
Blue Great Dane puppies
270-851-0007
danescountry corn
Corgi
puppies. 3males, 2-females, Tri's
and red and white
Ready now $400
H-270-436-5940, cell270-293-3197
DOG Obedience
436-2858.
Rag doll kittens
270-354-9776
Rat tamer puppies.
Ready to go. $80 753
2293
puppies
Shih
Tzu
male,
AKC/CKC
female
5250-5350
270-251-0310

2-PARTY
GARAGE SALE
1718 KEENLAND DR
SAT. SEPT. 13th
7:00-?
Scrapbooking stuff. Vera Bradley,
Baby stuff. picture frames, tall &
ctinstmas stuff, toys. Halloween
costume, new Bazoongi tent twin
bed size and much more.
INSIDE AIR CONDITIONED
GIGANTIC CHURCH WIDE
MOVING & YARD SALE
HARVEST LAND MINISTRIES
1306 S. 12TH ST.
ACROSS FROM MURRAY TOYOTA
WED, TMUR, FRI & SAT
9:00-5:00
Rain or shins!
French 000rs, furniture computer, children baby
and Christmas items, large selection ot Christian
sound tracks and books. carpet doors clothes.
If interested ir buying remaining reams on Sat
5pm contact us at 270-759-5107

SPORTSMAN'S YARD SALE
2111 COUNTRY ROAD
(SOUTHWEST VILLA
SUBDIVISON)
FRIDAY 4:00-7:00
SATURDAY 7:00-12:00
NO EARLY SALES
Outdoor related stuff (guns, ammo,
carno, tools) plus nice men's clothing,
household goods, prints, antiques,
and much more.

for
corn
Ear
feed.
ivestoclUdeer
Stretch winter hay supplies. 293-2487
Horse boarding, stall or
pasture, 10 miles east
of Murray, $110 pet
month. 270-293-7314
or 270-293-7315
Seri

evince,Deeds
Ma,Miry
7614536
trigagistriaiLem
house
CHARMING
near MSU on Miller
Ave. 1424 we fl 2-3
BR, 1 BA, kitchen/ dinning combo. vaulted
ceilings. garage, large
fenced yard with deck
270-293-7133.
COUNTRY hying close
to town 941 Walston
Rd. Wooded 2 acres
with 38R. 2BA. new
kitchen. large 2 car
attached plus 2 1/2 car
garage.
detached
Move in condition. 270753-0194.
3BR, 1-1/2
FSBO
bath, fireplace, hardwood floors. 2-driveways. corner large lot,
2-storage buildings, 7closets. electronic cold
air return (270)7592475
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FS80.
4(373, 3,000 AC, 4,000
9
acres.
total,
5209.000 0130.
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled.
everyth,ng $154,900
417.337.3561

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
270) 753-6266
elL 1270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.rn M-F

• KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES,
11350 SI. qt 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
.

Yd

YARD SALE
1806 N. 4TH ST.
SATURDAY
8:00-7
TV's, antiques.
furniture, kitchen
items. tools, 50

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Censer et 121S & CleM
10119$25 1.'15 MO
(27!t 436-2524
(nt)29:4-6904
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunly alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
1353 OLD
SALEM ROAD
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Collectible knives,
baby items, small
scooter, household

egress
Self Store

items.

a

24/7 Self Storage
121N Across Flom
National Guard Armory

For Sale Or Lease
Beautiful location at
105 N 6th St. for office
spaces, salon act..
4,125sq.ft.
$3,500
monthly. Call 270-8360717 or 753-6944

YARD SALE
1x2
One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.(8)
2x2
One Day $1800
Two Days $28.00
Three Days $35.00

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east 1 acre (preferably

more),

with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.

Call (270)293-9800
or (270)293-7511

NEON NAM
MINI=STORAGE
/
4

*All Sire Units
Available
.Now Have
Climate Contol

- 733-3853

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix it's ropey*
No fob too small
Gladly serving the
lakes area. 438-2226.

YARD SALE
13685 HWY 641 N
PAST HAZEL
JUST OVER THE
TN UNE AT THE
OLD PASCHALL
CARPET STORE
SATURDAY
7:00-3:00

Estates.
Man kaniage
293-7872

supplies arid

HUGE
YARD SALE
163 GROVE LN.
5 MILES OUT
94 EAST
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Nice computer oesk,
desktop compi..-te,
bookshelf, baseball
cards infant fodder
coy arid gel clothes,
kitchen table, act.
Too much to list,

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
7693 ST AT
121 SOUTH
SATURDAY
13:00-1:00
Clothes- maternity,
mer, and women,
toys, go-cart frame,
books on tape. SCapbook items, tools,
household items.
daybed,(-Mac
items

CUSTOM
bushhoggong call Marion Cox
270-703-7452
270-437-3006
DIU HANDYMAN
for MI your handyman
needs 293-5438

F.REE

New 2HP 4-stroke outboard motor, for ion
boat or inflatable $750.
759-0386
1996 Crest Savannah
Pontoon Boat 1999
HP
Mercury
115
Outboard, runs great
Asking $6,900 obo
270-436-6061

FUTRELL S Teie
Service
Tnniming,
removal,
stump grinding, ftrewood. Insured 4892839.

MULTIPLE
FAMILY

2001 RUGBY DR,

SIDEWALK SALE

CAMPBELL

800 CHESTNUT ST

753-9562

ESTATES

ACROSS FROM

i USED TIRES

CITY PARK
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Plus size clothing,

SATURDAY
7:00-3:00

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured,

ALL Carpentry
Construction
•Homes •Remoditeing
• Decks *Screened
Perches •Garages
*Rotten
•Sagging
Floors •Termite
Damage -Home &
Motile Home
tecensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270, 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Sven
-I

5606,
75j
.

\lilt !nil Buil,

toys, household
misc. items.

eerie, act
Spat 191/4 Midis

YARD SALE
279 OLD
LOVERS LANE
64 N TO 464 LEFT.
RIGHT 464 TO
HOPKINS RD LEFT,
2ND RD ON LEFT.
Friday
900-7
Saturday
7:00-?
Toots mowers
playhouse beds
much much more

HUGE
YARD SALE
49 ROLUNG
ACRES L.N
JUST OFF 94 E ON
POTTERTOWN 280
SATURDAY,
SUNDAY 8
MONDAY
7:00-7
Something for
everyone

YARD SALE
576
POTTERTOWN RD.
TAKE 94 E TO HWY
280. 4TH TRAILER
PAST S CURVE.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Women s men's and
children's clothing all
sizes. kick knacks,
turnlure old baseball
cards fishing tackle
tolt 8 16ft trailer.

lot,
Waterfront
Kentucky Lake. 618939-0263

Lab Fer Sete
Beautiful 5 acre lot to
sale, 1 mile west o
Murray $59,500 Call
293-0371

HUGE 5-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
Corner Scott Fitts &
Dr. Douglas Rd
(Cherry Corner)
Follow signs
Friday 8 Saturday
7.3
Rain or Shine
Antiaues, furniture,
hunting, fishing,
babyichildren's toys.
household items,
home decor

MILFor Sae
Kentucky Lake lot.
$1 650 obo. 228-82E3430

38R, 2i3A, 1,500sq.ft
hardwood floors, close
to MSU, 579.900 Day
293-5483, night 2932987
ATTENTION
MOVE
UP BUYERS. Owner
willing to trade. For
sale 4 Br, 2 Ba. 2,534
sq. ft up scale home.
construction.
new
Saratoga
Free
Subdivision.
message
recorded
ext.
800-986-2789
2151 or direct 270804-1655.
MURRAY Estates, 3
BA,
BR,
2.5
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre lot.
7 67-2246.
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248 500.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.

CHAVI
REAL ESTATE at
AUCTION

• weekly at sial pickups
•locally rienceeoperakee

I3TM E.XCAVATING, LLC
Ft, 1.41N
753 80d7.

tz,ti 1
- 1 1;

2005 Ford Escape,61k
miles, 4W0. 978-1973
after 4pm.

raziwic-

MUST see! 99 Buick
Park Avenue Ultra
Leather, all power,
local. Kelley Book
$4,945. Best Offer
753-8096

ry
2004 Toyota Carn‘
XLE 4 door Sedan, 4
cyl, 2.4 hr. Loaded,
including side air bags
and heated seats.
White with leather inteowner.
rior
One
condition.
Excellent
134,000
30MPG.
miles. $8,500.
270-435-4597 of 270559-3900

I need to sell your housemy listings are low due to all
the sales we have had!
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818
Loretta Jobs Realtors°
753-1492

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-8737
AMM•lmilMil•-••

HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER
815 Shame Street, Murray
email for pictures and info
lindadavisamurray-ky.net
329_900

•Tra-ckhoe •Backhoe *Dozer
*Driveways *Clearing

*Ponds

'Septic System's •Dernolition

'1 & fit

We dolive-r gravel, fill dirt
-16psoll white rock and pond clay.

lnwit Servite
-•
teak ii*Nat410,
Ask to;•IVIiict,
~7-270906

JOE'S JOBS

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7'646 after 6 pm
NEED a metal roof
installed',Call Damn at
270-752-0414
A dridge kacCulstur
erioririg Cu

mm-4020
4
YEARRY'S
Service. Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267
INSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
reseeential and commercial doors and
openers. 293-2357.
RENOVATIONS,
remodeling odds and
ends custom book
shelves. ect 26 years
service.
quality
Excellent craftsman
ship. Call Gary 2277930.

Tree
esti436-

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753
TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages,
Additions, Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

Ilhorssimoo
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, Sept. 13, 2008:

David's Home
Improvement
!LC
051.51Dama3ed Floors
Braces S Floor Joists
perncoelog S Psumeng
L'mod Gat/more. Cvner
Do Insurance Work
Mak/Kart 400teaka

144 losers riagr.
Limbless esaareeter
Frae exemilies

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree wore.

1IC)Lit ,lt,()

Small appliances.

1(5

itic;rilaY
SEyr/Juke , KY 42071

r7.JJ41f

Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

ligatile Pre

\ I .\ r I1\1‘11 RI 1%1

It,

910A COLDWATER

Since 1986

2000 Yarn Vstar classic
13.000 frees, all the
extras. $4500 obo
270-293-5381. 270435-4098
1981 Yamaha 650, low
miles 978-1107 or
436-5408

413

ELECTRONICS
twit - "0.227.9212
Hill. %kin:tilts - 2711.752.601Ni

759-101 203-2783
293-27744

24 noun mama

49CC scooter, 350
miles, like new $800
000. 753-0902

6-St/Mates

Mt:Idiom Drywall Painting. Windows.
Roofing. Decks Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

s

[Hill Electric

2006 BMW P.1200 AT
Touring
Sport
Motorcycle, excellent
condition, adult ridden,
asking $14,900 obo.
270-436-6061.

FREE.

Won

7S3-116

Good variety of
misc stuff

Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

LAM
1,4Vt81 SIRVIt
Mowing, Manicuring
t andscaping.11
I el Vecatirnin6
Saleaatt-ern ematantem1

gal. aquarium and
mower

MOVING SALE
1066 OAKS
COUNTRY
CLUB ROAD
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Rain Or shine
Furniture, antiques,
tamps, household
items, pictures
tramps, You
don't want to miss
this one

96 Ford 4x4 3 door
$2500
00 Ford. quad cab 4
door 114k, $6850
03 Ford FX4 quad
care 4x4 $9600
01 LOAUS AX 300
$9700
00 Lexus AX 300 931r
$9500
01 Imapalla LS $4900
99 Grand Pnx. 29MPG
$4900
00 Bonneville SLE,
MPG
sunroof, 28
$5700
04 Anima SE, V6. wing
wheels $11.200
Trade-in's welcome
C&K Motors
270-705-5973
wenv.ckmotorsky corn
1994 Mazda B2300.
115,000 miles. $1000
436-5900
293-2061
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Yud Salo
YARD SALE
105 LONE
CIRCLE
94E APPROX
2 MI TURN
LEFT ON FLOOD
ACROSS FRO/A
HOPE HARBOR
CHURCH EXIT
SIGN
SATURDAY
6:00-7
Cancel if rains
Jewel, gets and
women's clothes

Calhoon Construetion,ut

hydro

Fella

New 2,41

HUGE MOVING
SIPPIN_A

%array Ledger & Times

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

FREE
puppies
6
weeks old, 4 male, 1
Mother is
female
B urder
Coifie. Australian shepherd mix Call 7599649

hicqueilne igar

to imagine being that person.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
You juggle a lot of different **** Defer to a partner. Not
only will this please him or her,
interests this year, and quite sucbut also it helps you relax and
cessfully at that, You might
not take responsibility. Add more
details
about
change certain
joy to the life of someone who is
your home life, which might
unusually somber or quiet
involve remodeling your home
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
or buying a new home. Some of ***** You are surrounded by
options and people. The quesyou might decide to add to your
tion is which way to go. Some of
household. You will learn to
you might try to squeeze everyexpress even more nurturing
one and every happening in.
than in the past. Others seem to
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
be in control in their relation**** You don't always have to
ships. Remember, no one can
have great plans. Relax and go
control you unless you want that
with the moment. You also might
person to. If you are single, you
enjoy a game of Scrabble or
will meet people with ease. Do some other favorite game with a
as
stable
relationship
not count a
loved one or child.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
until you have gone through a
year together. If you are married, ***** Tap into your imagination, but avoid financial riska.
give up your need to have your
way, and roll with other choices; How you deal with a situation
could change radically when you
you actually might like it.
see all the different dimensions.
PISCES can be challenging.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
The Stars Show the Kind of *** Pressure builds on the
5-Dynamic;
Day You'll Have:
home front. You could be quite
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: taken aback by another person
and his or her choices Be willing
I -Difficult
to adapt and head in a new
direction. You are laying stronger
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
foundations.
*** You might want to slow
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
down some and lock backward
***** Your instincts come
just a bit, What you are hearing
might riot make sense Pull back, through for you one more time.
You are changing directions and
and do some heavy thinking.
making very deferent choices to
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
an observer Don I feel a need to
***** You have a way and
explain, rather lust do Others
style that draws many. If you
will grasp what is happening.
want to rethink a situation, do it
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
before you are locked in
**** Curb a need to he posFriendship and partnership play
sessive, and enjoy yourself ir,
enormous roles in your day
the company of others A fnendGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ship might be changing, and you
*** Others seem to need you
need to accept that rather than
more than usual. As a result, you
fight he inevitable Refuse a
have a hard time determining
risk, and you will he happier.
what you want to do Do make
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
sure to prioritize, not putting
***** You are in the thick of
yourself last.
things and feel your power_
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Take off before some- Someone you look up to could
be changing directions You canone or something could trip you
not stop this person, but rather
up. If questioning which way to
you need to accept what is going
go, stay centered, and know
what you need to do for you. on. Your personality melts others' resistance
Though empathetic as a sign, try

